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Abstract 

Visco-elastic materials, like plastics, have been applied in - mechanical -

structures, for several decades. III most cases, the visco-elastic behaviour of these 

materials, was not of importance or could be approximated, with enough accuracy, by 

simple, linear relations for the suess-strain histol'y. 

Nowadays. plastics are more and more applied in heavily loaded, critical structure 

parts. The deformations. in these cases, are mostly large, resulting in a highly nonlinear 

visco-elastic material behaviour, In other words: the material behaviour is decribed by a 

nonlinear relation between stresses and strain history. For such a pplications, the 

neceS$dry, aCCurate analysis of the mechanical beh,lViour, cannot be done analytiCdlly 

~nymon;! but must be performed numerically, for instance using the finite element 

method. 

In this thesis, a constitutive equation for nonlinear visco-elasticity is derived, 

starting from irreltersible thermodynamics. Finally, the three-dimensional formulation of 

the Schapery model is obtained: a single integral model using intern"1 variables to take 

history effects into accOunt. This model. which is known from literature, is capable of 

the description of anisotropic material behaviour, Furthermore, a large l1umbet of other 

material models, known from literature, can be seen as simplifications of the derived 

model. For the numerical implementation in a finite element package, the formulation is 

simplified to describe isotropic material behaviour. 

An axisymmetric element is dflvcloped and sUGcesfully applied in the simulation of 
a .number of complex problems whete the non lineal visco· elastic behavioor of the 

material as well as the large deformations of the structure itself, played a significant (ole, 

Due to its generality, the three-dimensional Schapery model is very well suited for 

efficient simuldtion of the mechanical behaviour of a large class of visco-elastic 

materials. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays (reinforced) plastics are more and more employed in severly stressed 

and/or highly deforming partS_ With these materials it is possible to realize structures 

which cannot be realized with conventional materials, In the ~n,Jlysis of the 

(thermo-)mechanical behaviour of these structures. large deformations and sometimes 

anisotropic beh.viour of the material must be t"k~n into account, Due to the large 

deformations. the materiJI behaviour will be ;trongly nonlinear visco-elastic. The above 

analysis requires detailed numerical calculations during the design process. which .re 

mostly based On the finite element method (FEM) and result in stress .nd strain data 

throughout the structure These re;ults can be used to judge. without the need of 

expensive comprehensive experiments. whether the structure behaves s.tid.3ctory Or 

should be improved, The usefulnes; of the FEM-soflware depends On the speed and 

accuracy (the efficiency) of the numerical algorithms employed. At the moment this 

kind of ilnaly;is is rather e~p'ensive ,ince calculation times of some hours Or even days are 

not exceptional (Rooyaekers [1985]), 
The choice and the numerical implementation of a general material model for 

nonlinear visco-elasticity is discussed in this thesis. Special attention is payed to the 

reduction of computation times without Significant loss of accuracy_ During the 

selection of a material model attention was focused on applications of: 

* rubber-like materials. mostly used in fast running. lightly loaded seals for 

bearings, 

" materials boseo on teflon. often used for slow running. heavily loaded seals. 

* composites of these matNIJls with fibrous structures of possibly other materials, 

A material model as general as possible is desired. In the sear;;:h for suitable 

constitutive models for visco-elasticity, special attention haS been given to capabilities of 

modeling geometrical nonlinearities (large deformations and large strains), physical 

nonlinearities, history- and time-dependence. m~c;:roscopic anisotropy and poll-pressure 

differen,e in behaviour. Local temper~ture changes due to intern~1 dissipation must be 

taken into accoont because of their influence on the moterial behaviour_ Furthermore. 

with these models a three-dimensional description of the material beh~viour should be 

3 
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possible. Aging and environmental influences. apart from temperature changes nove not 

been considered. 

As a result of a literature $urvey, the Schopery model was selected. This 

three-dimen5ionol single-integral model is relatively simple but nevertheless capable of 

describing the anisotropic nonlinear lIisco .. elastic material behaviour of a large class of 

visco-elHtic materials with sllfficient ~ccuracy. Its mathematical "simplicity" has 

Significant advantages with regard to the numerical elaboration. The model i. derived 

starting from thermOdynamics of irreversible processes which gives it a reasonable 

theoretical background. 

The Schapery mood is capable of taking all previously mentioned a$pe<;ts into 

account. However, at the moment aCcurate meilsurement of local temperature changes 

is not possible. Therefore these effects will be taken along in the theoretical derivation 

of tne material model. but tn~y will be r1eglected during the numerical elaboration. The 

aodition of these effects to the numerical formulation is po.sible as soon as experimental 

data are available 

After a shOrt description of the ba.ic equations of continuum mech~nics and 

thermodynamics used in In@. sequel, attention is focused On the derivatiOn of the 

three-dimensional Schapely model from irreversible thermOdynamics. For the benefit of 

the numerical implementation into a finite element. the anisotropic Schapery model is 

sim plified to describe isotropic material behaviour. As a first test of this model, 0 truss 

element i5 develored ond implcrnente<l in the HEEMP finite element package. Analyses 

results are compared to those of an existing truss element using il multi-integral model. 

This comp:Hison showed good agreement between both models. the Schapery model 

however, wilS faster. Next on axisymmetric 4-node element is developed and 

implemented. with special attention to obtain reliable and portable code. The element is 

applied in the sequel to the simulation of a number of complex problems where the 

nOnlinNr visco-ela$ti, beh~viour of the material as well as'the large deformations of the 

structure itself play il Significant role. 

4 



2. Basic equations of continuum mechanics and thermodynamics 

2.1. Introduction 
In the analysis of t~e me~h~nical behaviour of continua a set of equations, called 

balance laws, has to be satisfied. In these balance laws a number of kinematic quantities 

is used which are intrOduced in section 2.2. Ap<lrt from these balance laws, which are 

presented in section 2.3, additional (constitutive) equations, which characterize the 

material behaviour, are needed, Mathematical models for the description of the material 

behaviour can be derived in various ways. A few methods, found in liter<lture, for 

deriving material models <Ire discussed in section 2.4. Models based on thermodynamics 

are generally preferred, because of their firm theoretical background which leads to 

reasonable knowledge a bout their limitations, Section 2.5 is devoted to the theory of 

thermodynamics of irreversible processes whid i. used in the sequel to develop 

constitutive equations. In section 2,5 a number of c;:onstitutive principles is disc;:u$sed 

that can be used to simplify the constitutive equations, The elaboration of the models 

presented in literature, is mostly limited to a simple analytical example, for instance a 

one-dimensional stress-strain state. Efficient numerical alialysis of practiol problems 

however, puts spec;:ial requirements on the material models that can be used. From a 
literature survey it bec;:ame cte~H that the material model for nonlinear visco-elasticity as 

derived by Scnapery, satisfies all these requirements. This model is used in this work as 

a starting point for the development of numeriCal tools for mechilnical dnalysis of 

nonlinear visco-elasticity. The advantages of the Schdpety model are mentioned in 

section 2.7. 

2.2. Kinematics 
In this section some basic definitions will be stated. The quantities introduced will 

be used in the sequel. For more background information the reader i$ referred to for 

instance Chadwick [19761 Or Veldpaus [1985]. 

Each material point of a body can be identified by a column g of three 

coordin.tes, The set of columns S for all material points of the body is denoted by B. 

Let >!(P) be the Current position vector. meaSured with tespect to a fixed origin, of a 
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material point ~ f B. It is assumed that ~ "" ~(~.t) is <;ontinuoos and differentiable 

with respect to both ~ and t. 

let ~o(~) be the position vector of ~ e B in a given reference configuration. 

Then the deformation at ~ e B of the current configuration with respect to the 

reference configuration can be characterized by the deformation tensor F = F(~.t). 
defined by 

(2.2.1) 

where di!:o is the distance vector between two neighbouring material points in the 

reference configuration while d~ is the dista nCe vector between the same material 

points in the current configuration. 

The determinant of F is denoted by J and is equal to the current volume per 

unit of reference volume: 

J = det (F) J > 0 (2.2.2) 

Hence. F is a regular tensor which can be decomposed uniquely into the product of a 

rotation tensor R and a symmetri<; positive definite tensor U. the SQ-<;;!lled right 

elongation tenSor or stretch tensor: 

U = (F. F)~ (2.2.3) 

In this so-called polar decomposition of F, R is a tensor des<;ribing the rigid-body 

rotation while U describes the real deformation (elongation and shear). 

The Green-Lagrange strain tensor E is defined by 

(2.2.4) 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between E and U but not between E and F. 

An advantage of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor over other stain tensors, like for 

instal'lce the engineering strain tensor U -lor the Hendy strain tenSOr In(U), i~ that, 

u5ing E. the strains in any direction can be cal(ulated easily as soon as F is known. 
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Denoting the rate a of a quantity a = U<P) by the time derivative of a for 

fixed values of S' the velocity \l of" m"teri,,1 point can be defined as the rate x of 

the position vector of that material point. 

The tensor F. F-l is a measure for the rate of deformation and is independent 

of the reference configuration. The symmetrical Pilrt of F. Fl is called the 

deformation rate tensor D: 

(2.2.5) 

Finally. the gradient operator V with respect to the current configuration and the 

gradient operator Va with respect to the reference configuration will be used in the 

following sections. They are related by 

(2.2.6) 

2.3. Balance laws 
Each thermo-mechanical process in a (ontinllum has to satisfy the local balance 

equations of mass, of momentum, of moment of momentum and of energy. If polar 

media are left out of consideration these balance laws are given by 

J P'" Po 

V.O' + P b '"" P ~ : 

p u = u:D + fl r - V.h 

(2.3.1) 

(232) 

(2.3.3) 

where p and Po are the specific mass in the current .. nd the reference configuration 

respectively, (J is the Cauchy stress tensor, b is the specific hId vector. u is the 

specific internal energy, h is the heilt flow vector and r is the specific heat production. 

In the sequel the specific lo~d vector b and the specific heat production r will be 

left out of consideration. Furthermore, inertia effects are neglected. Hence. the 
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resulting set of balance equations to be used in this report is given by 

J P '" Po 

p U = (1: D - V.h 

(23_4) 

(2_3_5) 

(2,3.6) 

Since the number of equations is less then the number of variables, these equations do 

not represent a complete mathematical model of a thermo-mechanic31 process of a 

continuum_ To form a complete set of equations, so"calied constitutive equ~tions 

describing the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the material have to be added_ To 

enable a solution, a set of boundary conditions will be needed as well. 

In the next sections mOre aspects of continuum mechanics and thermodyn.mics 

will be discussed_ The next chapter will be devoted to a specific model, the $chapery 

model for nonlinear visco-elasticity. resulting in a set of constitutive equations_ First 

more attention will be given to m~terial models that can be found in literature, 

2.4. Material models found in literature 
In the analysis of plastic structures, time dependent behaviour must be taken into 

account_ Hence only literature concentrating on visco-el.stic material behaviour is of 

interest. To indicate what visco~eJastic behaviour act~~lIy is. a description of purely 

elastic and purely viscous m.terial behaviour will be given first_ 

Material behaviour is called purely elastic if 

* after loading and unloading no deformation remains, 

* in this process no energy is lost. 

Material behaviour is called purely viscous if 

'" with eK~ constant loading a deformation OcCurS which increases with loading 

time and which is retained after unloading, 

* in this process all energy is lost_ 

Visco-elastic material behaviour is a combination of viscous and elastic behaviour, At 

first the material behaves viscous which means that deformations grow with time of 

loading_ This growth however, as opposed to purely viscous beh.viour, diminishes and 

eventu.lly stops completely_ This indicates a tert.in memory effect that influences the 

material deform.tions_ After unloading the m.terial returns to its initial configuration 

due to its el.sticity_ Part of the energy 5upplied to the material during this process is 
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lost. which makes it a so-called irreversible process. In general this will ca uSe <I rise of 

temperature in the interior of the material which is called internal dissipation. In the 

sequel it is assumed that temperature effects due to internal dissipation have no 

influence on the material behaviour and thus can be neglected. This will not reflect 

reality, however, with the current state of experimental techniques it is not possible to 

measure such local temperature differences in the interior of the material. 

Regarding the numerical elaboration of the constitutive model, a mathematical 

model as simple as possible is desired to limit the amount of computational work. 

In literature (Lockett (1972), FlUgge [1975J and Morman [1985]) different ways 

are described to develop constitutive equations for nonlinear visco-elastic materials, for 

example: 

* generalizations of models for linear visco-elasticity (Fung [1965]), 

* empirical, by fitting of measurement data, 

* based on thermodynamical considerations. 

It will be de;H that generalizations of models for linear visco-elasticity have only limited 

validity just as rnodels dedved frorn empirical data, Furthermore the limitations of these 

models are unknown and often they do not satisfy general physical laws, Although a lot 

of these models can and have been used in practice with good result, the use of material 

models based On "accepted" thermodynamical considerations is preferred, It is 

re~SCln~ble to expect that these models suffer just little from the above objections 

stated. 

2.5. Thermodynamics of irreversible processes 
Thermodynamics offers a framework for the development of constitutive equotion. 

for thermo-mechanical behaviour. Thermodyn~mics of irreversible processes, however, is 

still a field of science under development. A review of different theories On 

thermodyn~mics e.n be found in the work of Hutter (1977). while works of Day [19771, 
Miiller [1973, 1985J, Nemet-Nasser [1975J, Val.nis [1983) and Gyarmati [19701 illustrate 

the differences of opinion in this field. Two main classes of theories can be 

distinguished, "r~tion~1 thermodyn~mics'; ~nd "irreversible thermodynamics"-

In ration.1 thermodynomi;;s it is .ss~med that a n;;w oppro.ch is neeess.ry for 

building a complete theory. The exist€nce of the quantity entropy is a priori assumed to 

be a primitive concept of thermodynamics, In these theories the second law of 

thermodynamics is seen as a restriction to the constitutive response of a body 
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experiencing a prOCeSs, As for all field quantities a local balance of entropy can be 

written down: 

P 1/ + V.;), = II' (2_5_1) 

with specific entropy 1], entropy flux ¢ and deMity of entropy production W_ The 

density of entropy production can be split up in two parts tD! and W2 and it is 

postulated that 'liz is a non-negative qUilntity for all thermodynamical processes, This 

in fact is the second law of thermodynamic._ In that case an entropy inequality can be 

written down which holds for all thermodynamic processes: 

P II + V.¢ - WI ~ 0 (2_5_2) 

This is the so called Clavsius-Duhem inequality, At this point some conceptual 

differences C<ln be distinguished_ In most works Oil thermodynamics it is assumed that 

(2,5,3) 

which indicates the introduction of the absolute temperature I) as another primitive 

concept, Muller [1973, 1985] aSSumes only the existence of an emperical temperawre 

and concieves absolute temperature to be a derived quantity_ Others like Pay [1977] 

assume the entropy 1) to be ~ derivable quantity, 

Irreversible t hefmodynamics adopts concepts from thermostatics (classical 

thermodynamics). Absolute temperature is assumed to be a primitive quantity whose 

existence has been proven in thermostatics, The quantity entropy is a priori assumed to 

exist in the neighbourhood of thermodynamic equilibrium and the Gibbs equation is 

borrowed from thermostatics to enable the calculation of the entropy, The second law 

of thermodyn. miCS. in these theories. is seen as a restriction to the processes a body ca n 

experience. Balance l<lw$ can only be satisfied for linear processes. this results in the so 

called Onsager relations (Nemet-Nasser [1975] or Muller [1985]) Like rational 

thermodynamics. irreversible thermodynamics starts from the Clausius-Duhem 
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inequality, howeller a different form is used. Here it is postulated: 

(2.54) 

Irreversible thermodyn~mic, differs from r~tion .. 1 thermodynamics in the use of internal 

v~riables to take history effects (dissipation) inside the material into account. 

The processes aimed at in this thesis will be assumed to be .Iw~ys close to 

thermodyn~mic equilibrium (thermodynamically slow). In that case the difference in 

results of both theories is negligible. Since irreversible thermodynamics is easier to use, 

that approaCh will be adopted here. 

2.6. Constitutive principles 
The constitutive equations Tor thermo-mechanical materials rel.te the 

"dependent" variables (1, h, u and 11 to the independent variilbles x and (I. A~ a 

result of equations (2.2.1-2) and (2JA), p can never be an independent variable Sinc.e 

it is related to x. These constitutive relations h.ve to s~ti,fy a number of constitutive 

principles whic:h can be used to simplify them. 

According to the principle of determinism, the current value of a dependent 

vMiable is determined Completely by the independent vari~bles ~t ~II points of the 

materi.1 during its complete deformation history. This principle is gener~lIy accepted for 

thermo-mechanical processes. The constitutive equations resulting from this principle 

only, a re not feasible. In practice no material has been found where the state at One 

point of the m<lterj~1 is influenced by the complete history .t .11 the other points of the 

materidl. To arrive at a more usable form (1f constitutive equations. further restrictions 

are needed. 

The principle of neighbourhood or local action states that the current v.lues of the 

dependent variables in a materi.i point are determined merely by the history of the 

independent variables in the immediate neighbourhood of that point. Materials 

satisfying this principle are called "simple" materials. As a result of this principle the 

dependent variables are determined by the history of the independent variables and by 
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the history of their gfadients Vox and VoB- For simple materials the deformation 

tensor F ,an be written .s 

(2.6.1) 

Not all materials satisfy this principle. For lit~r~ture on mOdelS for nonsimple material 

behaviour the reader is referred to the works of for instance Eringen [1975] Or Green ilnd 

Rivlin [1957. 1960]- In the sequel only simple m~terials will be considered with the set of 

independent variables ~, F, (j and g = Vo(j. 

The principle of equipr!"sence stat!"., that e"ch of the dependent variables is a 

function of all the independent vafia bles until proven otherwise. This resolts in 

q(t) = N{ x(f, f). F({, f). O(S. fl. g(~J) I T ~ t} 
h(t) = H{x(~.r). F(~.T). 0(5.T). g(s.r) I r ~ t} 

u(t) = u{~(5.T). F(S.T). O(S,T), g(~,r) I r ~ t} 

1)(t) = q{x(s.r). F(g.r). O(g.1). g(g.7') I 7' ~ t} 

(26_2) 

(2.6.3) 

(2_6.4) 

(2.6.5) 

To improve readability the dependence on the material coordinates f will not be 

written explicitly anymore in the sequel. 

It is obvious that, for instance. the stress state in the material ffiily not Chil nge if il 

continuum, togiOther with the boundary and loading conditions, is subjected to • 

rigid-bOdy transl.tion and/or rot.tion_ This fact le.ds to a very important restrictive 

principle for all constitutive equations called the principle of objectivity_ One way of 

formulating this principle is to state that a constitutive relation between dependent and 

independent variables remains the same after a rigid-body translation and/or rotation. 

Another equivalent formulation states that the material behaviour, measured by an 

observer and expressed by a constitutive equation. must be independent of the position 

and the orientation of that observer. 

From this objectivity principle it immediately follows that the spatial position of a 

material point Can never be an independent variable in a cOnstitutive equ"tion_ With 

regard to the rigid~body rotations, tilere are many ways to arrive at legal constitutive 
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equations. In one formulation the so-called polar dtl;:ompO$ition of F is u~ed. It i~ 

assumed that the momentary values of (T, ii, u and 'l/ depend On the history of U 

only. To satisfy the objectivity principle, the momentary rotation tensor R(t) is used, 

resulting in the following relations, which can easily be proven to be correct with regard 

to the objectivity principle (Hunter [1983]): 

o(t) '" R(t). N{U(T), (l(T), g(T) IrS t} • Re(t) 

h( t) "" R( t) • H { U ( T). 0( T), g( T) I T ~ t} 

lI(t) -- u{ U(T), O(T), g(T) I T $ t} 
17(t)=:17{U(r}, O(r),!(r) I r$t} 

(2,6,6) 

(2.6.7) 

(2,6.8) 

(2,6.9) 

Here, ~ modified form of the~e equ<ltions will be used, With R = F • U-1 the equation 

for the Cauchy streSs tensor (T can be written as 

(2.6.10) 

Since the Cauchy streSS tensor q is related to the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P 
by 

u(t) = j F{t) • pet) • FC{t) (2,6.11) 

it is clear that the following equality holds: 

P(t) = J K{U(r), (l(r), g(r) I r $ t} (2,6.12) 

Using the fact that J "" del (F) "" del (U) equation (2.6.12) can be written as 

pet) '" G{U(T). O(T), g(T) I T ~ t} (2.6.13) 

The 2nd Piola -Kirchhoff stress tensor P is defined in the reference configuration 

whereas the Cauchy stress tensor q is defined in the current configuration. This means 
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thJt in general. rigid body rotations Jre involved in tne description of the material 

behJviour in terms of the Cauchy stress tensor. The advantage of the use of the 2r1d 

Piola -Kirchhoff stress tensor i5 th~t no such rigid body rotations are involved in the 

description of tne material behaviour. As a result of thJt. the 2nd Piola -Kirchhoff stress 

tensor can often be calculated mOre easily than the Cauchy stress tensor. The Cauchy 

stress tensor however Can be interpreted more easily. To benefit from both advantages. 

calculations will be performed USing the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and results will 

be transformed to the Cauchy stress tensor using equation (2.6,11) to ease 

interpret<ltion. 

A last modification i$ the replKement of the stretch tensor U by the 

Green ~Lagrarlge strair1 tensOr E. This finally results in the stress·,strain relation used 

throughout this report: 

P(t} = P{E(7}. 0(7). M7} I 7 ~ t} (2.6.14 ) 

This strain tensor has the advantage that the strain in any direction of the material Can 

easily be calculated, 

Explicit forms for constitutive equations. which can be used for practical ar1alysis. 

can never be fully derived theoretically, They are based On hypotheses. inspired by 

experimental ob~ervations and further restrictions obtained from thermodynamical laws. 

Further limitations on the constitutive equations can also be obtained from the type of 

material and the kind of applications for which they have to be used, 

2.7. The Schapery model 
Starting from irreversible thermodynamics. differential or integral models can be 

formul<1ted to take hereditary effects into al;:l;:ount. As Morman [19851 reports. integral 

models are preferred since most differenti<ll models are more difficult to use. In 

literature different integral models are described. It is possible to develop multiple 

integral models from functional theories. Often the,e derivations are based on rational 

thermodynamics. However. these models mostly <Ire too complex to have any practical 

value. Oetermination of the large amOunt of material parameters in these models is not 

feasible in practice. Also. using such models. the numerical calcul.tions are too 

extensive for practical applicdtions. 

14 
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In literilture ~ number of ~ingle integr~1 model~ for visco-elasticity Can be found. 

Most of them are only capable of describing linear "isco-elasticity. Those models are 

mostly based on empirical or semi-empirical considerations, see for instance Morman 

[1985] and Lockett [1972J. Also a single integral model based on irreversible 

thermodynamics is presented most often referred to as; the single integral model for 

nonlinear visco-elasticity of 5chapery. This model was "derived" by 5chapery in 1964, 

see 5chapery 11964, 1965, 1968]. The model is capable of taking anisotropy and internal 

dissipation into aCCOunt. From literature it is understood that the model behilves 

satisfactory in many cases. It is often used for fitting experiment<ll data. In this work 

the model of Schapery will be used 35 3 starting-point for developing numerical 

algorithms for finite element analyses of visco-etastic structures. 

The single integral model as derived by 5chapery is based on irreversible 

thermodynamics and uses internal variables to take the history effects into account. 

These internal variables enable the description of the material behavioor with a single 

integr~I model within rMsonable accuracy. This has significant numerical advantages. 

Due to the existence of a number of material functions that have to be determined 

experimentally, the model can be llsed for quite a large class of materials with good 

results. The model as formulated by SchJpery is physicilily nonlinear. Hi~tory and time 

dependence have been accounted for. just ~s the possibility to take thermal effects into 

account. In literature however. one always starts from a one-dimen~ionai formulation. 

If a multi-dimensional formulation is presented, for instance Henriksen [1984] and 

Brouwer [1987]. it is derived from a "generali:t.ation" of the one-dimensional model. In 

that case it may be difficult to lake anisotropy into account. Also. even contradictions 

with thermodynamics may occur. For this reason the material model of Schapery will be 

derived here such that a three-dimensional formulation is obtained directly. In this 

derivation the possible occurrenCe of macroscopic anisotropy is taken into account. 
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3. The Schapery model for nonlinear visco~elasticity 

3.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter c:onsiderations were discussed leading to the choice of the 

Sch~pery model for the description of nonlinear visco-elasticity. In section 3.2 it will be 

explained how this model can be derived from irreverSible thermodynamics. This 

derivation. based on rather physical and sometimes intuitive considerations. is split in 

three p¥ts. In section 3.2.1 the basic equations are formulated upon which the 

derivation is based. The actual derivation of some differenti,,1 equations describing the 

material behaviour is presented in section 3.2.2. whereas the solution of these equations 

is described in section 3.2.3. 

The general three-dimensional formulation of the Schapery model. which i., 

anisotropic, will be simplified to suit the description of isotropic visco-elilstic m<lterial 

behaviour in section 3.3. Finally. in section 3.4, some other models found in literature 

will be presented as special cases of the Schapery model. 

3.2. Derivation of the Schapery model 
In the derivation of the Schapery model from irreversible thermodynamics. three 

major .. teps Can be distinguished: 

1) formulation of the basic :mumptions on wnich the derivation is based. 

2) derivation of the differential elluatiol'ls describing the material behaviour. 

3) solving these differential equations. 

These steps will be discussed in paragraphs 3.2.1. 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively. 

3.2.1. Basic equations 
As shown in chapter 2 the quo.ntities P(t). h(t). u(t) and 7)(t) in the 

constitutive relations can be functionals of the complete history of E. 0 and g. In this 

form the constitutive equations are of little practical value since it is impossible to 

determine these functionals from experimental data. In practice further assumptions <He 

required to obtain workable constitutive equations. A common Woy to ac.hieve this goal 

is based on the assumption that all the history effects c~n be taken into dCCOunt by a 
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finite number of so-called ge(lerali~ed internal Or hidden variables. These variables are 

m<lthem.Hi(:<l1 quantities, However in literature. they are often assumed to be related to 

the internal deforma~ions of the material such as the movement of dislocations_ Internal 

variables h,we the property that in every state of equilibrium the force quantities 

associated with these variables are zero. 

Internal variables can be scalar, vectorial and tensorial field quantities_ Here it will 

be assumed that no tensorial quantities of an order higher than two will occur. Without 

ilny restriction to generality it can be assumed that all tensorial quantities are 

symmetric;!!. This is possible since every tensor, say A, can be decomposed in a 
symmetrical part A6 -= ~ (A + N) and a skew~symmetrical part Ai), = i (A - N) 

which can be associated to il vector iI such that Aa"'b '" hb for each vector b-
Ali these internal variables. in total n variables. lire filed into a column ~ 

consisting of II column ~ of m scalar variables, a column 2 of k vectorial variables 

~nd a column ! of p = n - k - m tensorial variables: 

~ 51 ~I TI 
Z= t\ £= 2= 1"= (3,2.1.1) 

'I' SOl ek Tp 

where the ~olumn ~ i5 formally defined by 

(321.2) 

The basic assumption in the theory of jnte((I~1 variables is that the functionals On the 

right-h~nd side of the constitutive equations mentioned in chapter 2, can be replaced by 

functions of the current values of the new set of independent variables E, 0, g and ! 

which results io 

P(t) .. P(E(t). 0(1), Mt), ~(t)) 

u(t) = u(E(t). O(t). g(t), ~(t)) 
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For brevity of notation the variable t is not mentioned explicitly anymore, in the sequel. 

In pr;:lctice the internal v,uiables ! are not defined by equation (3.2.1.2) but 

suit;)bly chosen_ From the principle of objectivity, as discussed in the previous chapter, 

it Can be concluded that all components of ~ must be objective quantities_ This 

requirement imposes severe restrictions on the pos~ible choices of the internal variables. 

Other restrictions are imposed by the second law of thermodynamics. 

The problem now is to relate the internal variables to the other independent 

variables. that is. to specify the relations (3.2.1.2). TIIermodynamics gives some 

indications on what these relations look like. In general a set of differential equations 

will be found. To solve these differential equations further assumptions regarding the 

material behaviour are needed_ The next section is devoted to the derivation of these 

differential eq uations. 

3.2.2. Derivation of general constitutive equations 
From thermodynamics il set of differential equations describing the material 

behaviour can be derived_ First the local form of the first law of thermodynamics is 

stated as usual: 

(3_2_2_1) 

where p.... is the change of internal energy of the material per unit of current volume, 

P:E is the ch~nge of mechanical work performed on the material per unit of reference 

volume, j = det (F) "" Po ! p, p r is the amount of energy produced in the internal of 

the m~teri~1 per unit of current volume and V.h is the amount of heat leaving the 

m~teri~1 per unit of current volume. This equation, .ctu~lIy the local balance equation 

of power, states that no energy is lost when the material is subjected to some prOC:e5S_ 

The first I~w Ciln easily be derived from the global balance equation of energy, assuming 

th~t no en~rgy jumps OcCur in the material. For mOre information the reader is referred 

to works of Gy~rmati [1970], Muller [1973, 1985]. Nemet-Nasser [1975] and 

Hutter [1977]-
It will be assumed that the quantity entropy 'fJ always exists ~s a primitive 

concept of thermodynamics and that it can be written as a function of all independent 

quantities. Some scientists, however. object to this assumption (see Day [1977] 3 nd 

MUlier [1973. 1985])_ Here. the existence of entropy will be assumed a priori and the 
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second I~w of thermodynamics is stated as was done in chapter 2. There the second 

law or Clausius-Duhem inequality wa$ written ~s 

Combining this equation with the first law of thermodynamics leads to 

(3. 2.2.3) 

As mentioned in the previous chapter. a visco-elastic material does not behave 

purely elastically and mechanical energy absorbed by the material will partly be used for 

viscous deformations. According to this the contribution of the mechanical power in the 

previous equation, can be written as 

P:E = RE + S:E (3.2.2.4) 

where S:E represents the p~rt of the me<;hanical power absorbed by the viscous 

deformations and RE represents the remaining part of the mechanical power. This 

last term will in general contain the elastic pa rt of the mechanical power as well as the 

part dissipated. Since the mechanical power is no explicit function of these 

deformations. a direct sep.ration of the amount of power, thus dissipated. is not 

possible_ Noting this amount as ~T~, the mechanical power Can be written a5 

• - T - T 
P:E = R:E - ~ ! + S:E + ~ ! (32_25) 

where the last two term, represent the "mount of dissipated power. 

Substituting this last equation into the previously derived formulation of the 

second law of thermodynamics results in 

(3.2.2.6) 

From COmmOn experience it is known that heat always flows from high to low 
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temperature, so in tne direction opposite to the direction of the temperature gradient, 

thus 

(3.2.2.7) 

Furthermore from el(periments it is known that energy dissipated during a process can 

not be regained, thus 

S:E+~T~~O (3.2.2.8) 

From equations (3.2.2.7) and (3.2.2.8) it can be concluded that a sufficient condition to 

satisfy inequality (3.2.2.6) is 

(3.2-2-9) 

This relation n~s to be satisfIed for alillalues of the independent vari~bles_ 

Since E, & and ~ are independent vO-riables, E. ~O and ~ o-re independent of 

each other which means that e~ch of the terms in the eqUiltions (3_2.2.7) and (3_2_2_8) 

should be semi-positive definite for all values of t Vo 3nd ~. This can be satisfied if 

h "" - h.(VO) , and (3.2.2.10) 

hold. where h is a symmetric semi-positive definite tensor. 4S is a fully symmetric 

semi-positive definite fourth Order tensor and k is a symmetric semi~positive definite 

matrix, .11 • priori depending On all independent lIariables-

To derive constitutive equ~tions from equation (3-::!.2-9), relations for 7] and u 

as a function of the independent variables are needed, as well as relations for Rand t-
These relations depend On the material used and cannot be derived from 

thermodynamics. Only general rules and limitations can be given. Bec(!use of this. more 

information h~s to be gained from experiments_ However, experimental determination of 

the state v~riables 1) and u is very diffi<;ult sin~e these ~uantities cannot be measured 

directly. It turns out to be advantageou5 to use the Helmholz free energy f instead of 

the entropy as an alternative state v~ri~ble. From classical thermodynamics the 
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definition of the Helmholz free energy is copied: 

f "" f( E, f), g, ,t) ;= u - 0 7/ (3_2.211) 

whefe f is a function of the same variables as u and 1J- From this definition it is 

e~sily seen that 

holds, Substituting this equation into relation (3_2_2_9) leads to 

. ., T 
Po f + Po 1/ 0 - R:E + ~ ! = 0 

The rate of f is given by 

T 
f =0 [Of]: E + (If U + Of.g + [at] z 

8E fjlJ &g aT:, ~ 

Hence equation (3.2.2,13) results in 

(3_2_2_12) 

(3_2.2_13) 

(3_2.2_14) 

[
PO af - R]:E + po[af + 17] /I + Po.Qf.t + [po!2f. + zlT t = 0 (3,2,2.15) aE {)O ~ {)l; N N 

This equation has to be satisfied for all values of E, 0, i and ~, which implies: 

Of 
Po -- R = 0 

oE 

ar • 
Po-= 0 

ag 

ar -+ 1J=O ar; 

af Po-+ Z = 0 
fj~ N N 

(3_2.2_16) 

From these relations it follows tnat the Helmholz free energy is not a function of the 

temperature gradient g_ From measurements of the free energy as a function of its 
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independent variables. a relation for t Can be obtained. Combining this result with 

equation (3.2.2.10) leads to a differential equation in ~: 

of z' 0 Po-+ z = 
{)~ - '" '" 

(3.2.2.17) 

from which l must be solved. Combining the first relation of (3.2.2.16) with relations 

(3.2.2.4) and (3.2.2.10) leads to the next differential equation: 

(3.2.2.18) 

Solving ~ from equation (3.2.2.17) and substituting the result into equation (3.2.2.18) 

leads to the constitutive equation wanted. 

3.2.3. Elimination of internal variables 
To obtdin the constitutive equation for the material behaviour attention is focused 

On the differential equation (3.2.2.17) and relation (3.2.2.18): 

Solving the differential equation and substituting the solution into the last reldtion leads 
to the constitutive equation. To solve equation (3.2.2.17) some "choices" have to be 

made regarding the quantities f and I. A choice opening the way to an analytical 
solution of the differential equation will now be introduced. The resulting constitutive 
equations are quite complex. However they are suited to describe a large class of 
material behaviour. 

It will be assumed that all thermo-mechanical processes considered here. are 
always dose to d state of thermodynamical equilibrium. In that case the Helmhol~ free 
energy f may be approximated by a Taylor series expansion up to the second order 

around the point (E. 0, ~o). Here only ~D is chosen to be fixed, In tll;'!t case the 
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relation for f becomes 

where 

[fJf] 1 g "" g(E. iJ) = - = - -:z: 
- - f} Po N 7.- 7. 

~ 1='0 ~-~o 

H = H(E 0) = - = - - ~ [(p~ 1 [fJl] 
- -' D~2 :';':';0 Po b"f, :';=':';0 

Using (3.2.3.2) the derivative i)f can be written ~~ 
iJ!" 

Sub.tituting this in the first eq uation of (3.2.3.1). results in 

g + H (z - zo) + 1.. z z = 0 
- - ~ N Po - N N 

(3.2.3.2) 

(3.2.3,3) 

(3.2.3.4) 

(323.5) 

This is a nonlinear system of differenti.1 equations since Z. is a function of ~. Without 

further simplifications this system of differential equations can not be solved analytically. 

A numerical solution might be possible although this is not certain. To be able to 

generate an analytical solution it will be assumed that 

(3.2.3.7) 

where 8. and g are constant and symmetric matrices. Furthermore it will be assumed 

that .a is a regular mattix, so .6,-1 exists. These equations st.te th.t the material 

behaviour is linear regarding to the internal vilfiables !". 

The second equation of (3.2.3.7) states that Z. is no longer a function of the 

internal variables, whi(;h me~ns that the system of differential equations (3.2.3.6) 
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becomes a linear system of differential equations: 

(3,2,3,3) 

Since ~H and "z are pOSitive functions of time, solving this system in a direct way is 

difficult. Througil tile introduction of a new time variable 1/J, the reduc~ time, the 

system of linear differential equations (3.2.3,8) can be written as a system of linear 

differential equations in 'if with constant coefficients. Defining the reduced time as 

t a 
1j.{t) '" 1{O) + f a" dT 

o Z 
(3.2.3.9) 

equation (3.2.3,8) can be rewritten as 

(3,2,3.8) 

Where 

~ '" Po It' A and ~ '" Po ,6,-1 { 8. ~o - a~ ~ } (3,2.3.9) 

From the I.st equation of (3.2.3.8) l can be solved, see appendix A. With the 

assumption that t(t = 0) = to = Q the following result can be derived: 

(3.2.3.10) 

Where Ai are the eigenvalues of matrix ~ with eigenvectors $; and 

Po r" b '" - - B-1 g = b, c, 
N a - "T 1-"1011 

II \-1 

(3.2,3.11) 
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df Using (3.2.3.2) an ~pproximation for can be written ~s 
DE 

With this form equation (3.2.2.11.\) can be written as 

Where 

t f.. db· 
P = A + ~T f L n;(l/{t) - t/{r» ~ fi dr + 45:E 

o' ,-, dr 

Of(E.O·E) 
A(E.II) = Po--

(JE 

d~ 
M(E. 0) = Po -----'=--(E, 0) 
N lJE 

() 1 ( -.\. x) H i )( ;= x--;- 1 - e I 

I 

(3.2.3.12) 

(3.23.13) 

(3.2.3.14) 

(3.2.3.15) 

The equation for the internal vari~bles ~ Can be substituted into the tensor 

function 45. 

This is the constitutive equation for nonlinear visco-elasticity as developed by 

Schapery. The first term in tnis equation represents the purely elastic beh~viou r of the 

materi"l, the second term represents the visco-elastic behaviour and tile last term 

represents the purely viscous behaviour. Since only visco-elastic material is considered 

here, no purely viS(:ou5 behaviour will occur 50 this last term will be neglected in the 

sequel. The resulting equation is used in the following chapters to develop numerical 

algorithms for the description of nonlineor visco-elHtit rnaterial behaviour. 

The parameters in the constitutive equation (3,2.3.13) must be determined by 

doing a set of well-chosen experiments. This seams to be very difficult as is discussed io 

further detail in section 6.4. 
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3.3. Isotropic material behaviour 
In the previous section ~ gener~1 form ulation of a three-dimensional constitutive 

equation for nonlinear visco-elasticity was derived from irreversible thermodynamics. As 

a first step tow~rds ~ numeric~1 implementation of this model. which is capable of taking 

material anisotropy into aCCOunt. it will now be modified to suit the description of 

isotropic material behaviour. It will be assumed that the Helmholz free energy 

(3.3.1) 

is an isotropiC function of its independent quantities. In thilt c~Se its derivatives are 

isotropic tensor-functions ~s well: 

== A(E. 0) 
~(E. 0) 
2(E. O} 
T(E.8) 

(3.3.2) 

For scalar-valued. vector-valued and symmetric tensor-valued isotropic functions. the 

general representation theorems can be used (see Wang [1970]). According to Wang's 

resolts. no isotropic representation for vector-valued functions depending on just one 

tensor exists. so it will be assumed that for the isotropic C<lse no vector-valued internal 

variables exist: 

~(E. 0) = Q 

With this result the second equation of (3.3.2) can be written as 

Introducing 

Po &"(E. 0) "" [ ~(E. 0)] 
I(E.O) 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 
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t~e followi~g represe~t<ltiol1s !;.n be found for isotropic A, ~ and T: 

(33.6) 

where 

(3.3.7) 

and 
(3.38) 

I(E. 0) = !o I + !1 E + b E2 (3.3.9) 

with 

(3.3.1O) 

The column ~ as defined in (3.2.3.14) cannot be represented by one of Wang's 

general representation theorems. however, using (3.2.3.14) with the results of equations 

(3.3.8) to (:3..3.10). ~ can be written as 

It can easily be derived th.t 

Q! 

iJg JE 
M( E, 0) = Po ...:o(E. 0) "" 'r.-
N dE u.~ 

dJ 2 
-",2E 
dE 

JE 

dJ 3 
-=3 E~ 
dE 

Using this with equation (3.38) one c.n write 
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were 

(3.3.14 ) 

and: 

(3.3.15) 

with 

(3.3.16) 

This results in 

aT 
..:::. = too II + 2 tOI EI + 3 t02 E21 + t 10 IE + 2 tIl EE + 3 t 12 E2E + aE ~ ~ ~ '" '" N 

+ ~20 IE2 + 2 ~21 EE2 + 3 b2 E2E2 + tl '\ + h (E.4Is + \.E) (3.3.17) 

where 41s = ~ (41 + 4l rc) with 41:X = X ~nd 41'c:X = Xc for all X. 

Since £ is related to g through equation (3.2.3.11), it too is an isotropic tensor 

function and can be written as 

~I 

k"" b", 
B01ft 

(3.3.18) 

Bn 

where b, = bj(J1, J2• J3• 0) and Bi "" bio I + bj! E + bi2 £2 with 

bij '" bij(J1, J2• J3• 0). Using these results equation (3.2.3.13) can be written as 

(3.3.19) 

where @ represents an operation to be further specified, Z represents a column of m 

scalar-valued funttions and fJ represents a column of n - m setond order 
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tensor··valued fu nctions: 

(3.3.20) 

The operation 0 can be specified from the fact that equ"tions (3.3.19) should result in 
Ds 

a second-order tenSOr. Since the term --.::: represents a column of second-order tensors 
BE 

or 
and the terrY! represents a column offourth-order tensors, e<luatiof\ (3.3.l9) (on be 

BE 
written as 

[
BS]T [8T]T P=A+ ~ a+ ----'=- :{j 
oE ~ oE 

(3321 ) 

Using these relation~ the constitutive equation for isotropic material behaviour ~an be 

written in the following form: 

30 
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o· i -, dr 

+ [ too II + 2 tOI EI + 3 t02 £zl + 110 IE + 2 111 EE + 3112 eE + 

t 
+ bo IE2 + ~ 121 ££2 + 3 122 £2£2 + 11 \ + 12 (E~.416 + 41~.£) 1 : 

(3.3.22) 
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Since ~II £i ~re constant, equation (3.3.22) can also be wtitten as 

+ ~ {[ ~o I + 2 ~l E + 3 b E2 f.si o.{ ni(!/{t)- !/(r)) ::i dr} + 

+ i ~ I { [ too II + 2 !Ol EI + 3 !02 E21 + ho IE + 2 !1I EE + 3 !12 E2E + 

T 
+ 120 IE2 + 2 !21 EE2 .... 3 !1~ E2E2 + tl 41S + 12 (E.4Is + 4Is·E) ] 'si: 

(3.3.23) 

Inuoducing the notations 

"1'1 = 2 STI c·. "1'2 = 3 sT2 c· • 1 ~ ..... 1 1 1'.J ...... 1 

0-7 = 2 t T21 c- , 
1 ""' ..... 1 

(3_324 ) 

where all "I and 8 ate scalu-valued functions of J1, J2, J3 and {J, equation (3_3_23) 
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can be simplified to 

+ I { [ 1;V I + Ii! E + li2 E2] ft l1i(v!(t) - v!(r)) db; dr 1 + 
i"1 o· dr 

+ i ~ I { [ °iO II + Dil EI + 0i2 E21 + 0i3 IE + 0i4 EE + 0i~ E2E + 

+ 0i6 IE2 + fii7 EE2 + fiiS E<E~ + 0i9 \ + OiiO (Ee41~ + 41,eE) ] : 

(3.3.25) 

In the next section this equation for isotropic material beh.viour will be u~ed to 

show that a number of models frequently u;ed in liter~ture to describe vi~co-ela~ti(: 

material behaviour, can be seen as simplific.ation; of the 5thapery model. 

3.4. Other models contained in the Schapery model 
The Schapery model as derived in the previous sections is quite general. To 

ill~strate this a few constitutive models found in literature will be presented and it will be 

shown that they can be seen as special cases of the Schapery model. All these models 

are limited to isotropic material behaviour and are formulated ill terms of the Cauchy 

stress tensor (J, whiCh is related to the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P tensor by 

equ<ltion (2.6.11) With this equation the constitutive models can be c.st in ~ form 

derivable from the Schapery equation (3.3.25). This way. linear equations in terms of 

the Cauchy stress tensor, will result in nonlinear equations formulated in termS of the 

2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E. 
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As a first illustr<ltion the linear vi~,o-eIJstic constitutive eqllJtion is considered 
(Lockett [1972)}: 

t t 

o(t) = I f o{t-r) 1:(( r) dr + 2 J .6(t-r ) t-( r) dr (34.1) 
-00 -00 

Hefe (]; and {3 are relaxation functions and ,(t) is the linear strilin tensor. This 
model is only valid for small deformations and mtations. As a result of this. differences 
between the stress tensors (1 and P and the strain tensors f and E can be 
neglected, so equation (3.4.1) (:..1n be written ilS 

t t 

pet) "" I J ,*-r) I:E( r) dr + 2 J P(t-7) E( r) dr (3.4.2) 
-00 -00 

Assuming that E(t) "" 0 for -w ~ t < 0 and 

( 3.4.3) 

this results in 

pet) = 0:
00 

I:E(t) I + 2 fJ/f) E(t) + (3.4.4) 
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This con eosily be Cost in the form (3.3.25) by introducing 

n 

dO = ((\'00 + 1 ai) I:E(t) 
i 'I 

(3.4.5 ) 

All other scal.rs Me considered %eto, It should be noted that this transformation is not 

unique. 

An other frequently used constitutive model is the BKZ model for an 

incompressible solid. This model was developed by Bernstein, Kearsley .nd Zapas in 

1963. see Lockett [1972] and Morman [1985]. The constitutive relation has the form 

a(t) "" - pi + 

+ F(t). [ m I + '_oof .-:t(t-r) I:E( r) dr + 2 _",{t3(t-r) E( r) d T ] .F(t) (3.46) 

where p represents the hydrostatic pressure and m is a constant variable. For 

incompressible media det (F) = 1 is satisfied, Applying relation (2.6.11) then results in 

t t 

+1 J a(t-T)IE(r)dT+2 J #(t-r)E(r)dr (3.4.7) 

-00 -00 

With the Cayley-Hamilton theorem it follows that 

(3.4.8J 
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where 

(3.4.9) 

Now the first two terms of equation (3.4.7) can be written in 3 form fitted for the 

Sch3pery model. The integr31 termS are identiC31 to the integral terms in the linear 

visco-elastic model as stated in equation (3_4_2)_ With the assumptions (3.4.3) it is 

easily seen that transformation to the Schapery model is possible. 

Fin~lIy ~ model designed by Colem~n ~nd Noll known ~~ "finite linear 

visco-elasticity" (Eringen [1975]) is considered_ This model Can be written as 

where 

00 

P(t) '" 30 I + a1 E + 32 E" + J 4K(E,s):E(l(s) ds 

o 

E = E(t) : 

For isotropic material behaviour the integrand can be written as 

(3_4_10) 

(3.4.11) 

(3_4_12) 
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This model can be derived from the Schapery model (3.3.25) by the assumptions: 

lij "" 0 and ~,I) = I so no reduced lime exisls 

T =; I - s, dr = - ds and d d ar=-a5 

With these ~sstlmptioos the integral of equation (3.3.25) Can be written as 

t 

J ni(~{t) - ~;(r)):!... (biO I + bH E(r) + bp E(r)2) dr = 
o. dT 

-00 

I 

J fli(t-r) L (b io I + bi/ E( r) '" bit E( r)2) d r = 
dT 

00 

= - f 11;(s) 2... (b;o I + b;! E + b;! Ed(S) + b;2 EZ + 
o ds 

(3.4.13) 

(3.4.14) 

Neglecting the last term and assuming thai infinite history does not contribute to the 

value of the integral. integration by ports of (3.4.14) results in 

(3.4.15) 

00 

+ J (b;o I + bi ! E + bij Ed(s) + bi,. E2 + biZ E.Ed(s) + biZ Ed(S).E) 2... !titS) ds 
o ds 

With the assumption that all b ij are independent of s this results in 

(3.4,16) 
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With (3.4.16). the complete cOr"lStitutive equation cao be written as 

+ t { [ {\o II + Oil EI + Oj2 E21 + 0i3 IE + 0;4 EE + 0;5 E2E + 
I". 

(3.4.17) 

The term in brackets in front of the integral is independent of s ;\nd can thus be 

brought into the integrand. After multiplying all termS explicitly the constitutive 

equation finally results in 

(3.4.17) 
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Where 

(3s(s) = ! (ow bit + 2 0i3 bi2 ) n,(s) 
i-I 

(I~(s) "" ! Oil bjl nits) 
;-1 

n 

111(S) = L (Oj7 bit + 2 ,I,. biZ) !1;(s) 
i-I 

" 
(39(S) = L 0i2 bil nits) 

;-1 

n 

i311(s) "" L (6;3 bil + 2 Oi', biZ) !lies) 
; -1 

(l13(S) = ! 0;9 bit Ili(S) 
,-I 

" 
P'I:;(S) = L (8ilO bit + 2 0iD bi2 ) n,(s) 

i-I 

$2(S) = ! (bi3 bit + 2 0iO bi2 ) Ili(s) 
j-l 

n 

(34(s) = 2 L 0;6 biZ Hi(S) 
i". 

" P~(s) = L (0;4 bi! + 20;1 b)2l Oi(s) 
i-I 

" 
/18(5) = 2 L 0;1 bi2 Ili(S) 

irl 

,110(5) '" ! (Oi5 bi! + 2 0i2 bi2) Ili(s) 
i - 1 

n 

814(5) = L 0ilO bi2 °i(S) 
i-I 

(3.4.18) 

With the use of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem the term E3 in equation (3.4.17) can be 

written in terms of I. E and E2, Rewriting (3.4.17) then results in the set of equations 

(3.4.10) and (3.4.12) of the finite line.r visco-el.;sticity model. Morman [19851 reports 

a number of models used in literature that are based on the finite linear visco-elasticity 

model. 
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4. One-dimensional nonlinear visco-elasticity 

4.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter a three-dimensional formulation of the Schapery model for 

isotropic nonlinear visco~elastic material behavio~r was derived. To eV;llu~te this model 

and its nl/merical efficiellq. a comparison with another model for nonlinear 

visco-elasticity is m~de. For this purpose the Sc.hapery model is simplified to one 

dimension in section 4.2 and a truss element using this model is defined in section 4.3 

and implemented in an existing finite element program. The behaviour of this element is 

com pared with an existing truss element. developed and implemented by Paas [19861. 
using a multi-integral formul~tion to model its nonlinear visc.o-elastic behaviour. This 

element is described in section 4.4. The result of the comparison is rejlorted in 

section 4.5. 

4.2. The one-dimensional Schapery model 
In this section the three~dimensional isotropic Schaper)' model (3.3.25) will be 

simplified to one dimension. For this purpose an orthonormal vectorbase {nO). n02' lim} 

in the reference configur.tion is introduced. The vectors ~Ol' 1102 and noa are the 

momentary eigenvectors of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E and the 2nd 

Piola -Kirchhoff stress tensor P. Assuming a one-dimensional stress state. the tensor 

quantities in (3.3.25) Ciln be written as 

(4.2.1) 

where nOl is a vector pointing in the direction in which the $chapery model is used. e1 

is the strain in the l101-direction. f2 is the strain in all directions normal to nOI and s 

is the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress in the ~ol-direction. Substitution of these relations 
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-----~-----------------,~--

into equation {3.3.25} and collecting all terms with ~OI~OI and with ("02~02 + MuSil 03) 

results in two equations. From the second equation a relation between i l and '2 

like: 

(4.22) 

can be derived. Substituting this result into the fir;t equation and assuming that 

{~Ol' ~02' "OJ} are no fu nction of time, results in an equation for the axial stress s: 

where 

kiS(£' If) "" 0;0 + Oil ~ + "i~ (2 + 0;3' + "14 ,,2 + 015 (~) + 

+ 016 (2 + lii7 ~3 + Die (4 + 0i9 + 2 0ilO ( 

kio( (, IJ) = 2 (010 + Oil r + b'i2 (2 + I:. 0i3 f + K 0i4 (2 + I:. ,\~ f.;j + 
+ 1>2 bw e' + K~ Oj7 ,,3 -I- 1>2 0i8 (4) 

(4.2.3) 

(4.2.4) 

with ("" <I and where ai' i'ij' bj , <\ and bij are functions of ( and O. 
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Introducing the following shortening relations: 

[''' 
V 1 ~ i ~ m 

hil«, OJ '" ki3 V m+1 ~ i ~ II 

k;-n.m ~ V n+1 $ i 5 2n-m 

[''' 
V 1 $ iSm 

hi2(e, 0) = ki4 V m+l ~ i ~ n 

ki "n+m 6 V n +l ~ i ~ 2n-m 

( 4.2.5) 

'r/ n+l ~ i ~ 2n-m 

where is ~n integer. equation (4.2.3) can be written as 

( 4.2.6) 

The one-dirnension~1 Schapery model found in literature. see for instance 

Henriksen [1984], is rather different. It reads: 

t 

$ "" ho ~ + hi J fl{1{t) -I/{r)) -.i (h:) €) dr 
0- dT 

(4.2.7) 

with 

were O"i and 11 are to be further specified. To be able to derive this relation from 

equation (4.2.6) it has to be assumed that in an equilibrium state, where ~ .. ~o' the 

time-derivative ~ of the internal variables is constant. Combining eql.l;Itions (3.2.3.3), 

(3.2.2.10) and (3.2.3.7) and applying this assumption to that combination 
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leads to 

g:;;;; g(E, 0) = - L z '" - L l z I = - La (E, 0) .6. ± I = 
•• Pi) ~ ,(,',(, Po '" i(,'i(, Po z ~ i<l,',(, o 0 0 

= - L az(E, iI) B c = a (E, 0) e Po . - ~ g ~ 
(4.2.8) 

where !; ond ~ ~re (olumn~ of constants. Substitution of this result into 

equation (3.2.3.11) leads to 

(4.2.9) 

After .ub.titution of these result; in equation (3.2.3.14) it cao €osily be shown thot 

and (4.2.10) 

where ci and ei are the components of the columns £ and ~ respectively. With 

these results equation (4.2.6) can be transformed to equation (4.2.7) with: 

(4.2.11) 

The ilssumption that ~ is constant in an equilibrium state is necessary to arrive at this 

result, since relations (4.2.10) and (4.2.11) cannot be derived otherwise. It is not clear 

whether this assumption is always satisfied. Equation (4.2.7) will be used in the 

following section to develop a truss element. I n the sequel the number of terms /J in 

(42.7) will be replaced by n. 

4.3. A three-dimensional truss element 
In this section a three-dimensional truss element, with nonlinear visco-elastic 

behaviour a((ording to the one-dimensional Schapery model (4.2.7), is form ulated. The 

element is showll in figure 4,1, both in the reference and the current state. Local 
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orthonormal vectorbases coming with the element are {ilOl' ~02' iloJ in the reference 

state and {nl' n2' ils} in the current stilte, The global orthonorm!ll vectorb35e 

{ej. e2, e3}' 

el 

Figure 4.1 A three~dimensional truss element 

To determine the current state of the element. the balance equation of 

momentum is uken 35 a starting-point. If distributed loads and inertia effects are not 

taken into ~ccount and if the cross-section Ao of the element is assumed to be 

con~t~nt, the well-known principle of weighted residuals leads to an i"tegr;.1 equ<'ltion. 
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which hils to be satisfied for every allowable weighting fLlnction ill (see appendix B): 

(43.1) 

To .rrive at an approximate solution of this nonlinear integral equation. an iterative 

procedure is applied. Various iterative methods call be used. for instance a conjugate 

gradi~nt method or the well-known BFGS procedure (Huang e.a [1970. 19731. 

Rheinboldt [1974]. Matthies e .•. [1979]. Schwetlick [1979]). however. here the 

Newton-Raphson proCe~~ is selected. Every Llnknown variable is written as the Sum of a 

known approximation. denoted by a SLlperscript *. and its deviation of the exad: 

solution. denoted by a prefix C. In ilppendix B the following iterative equation is derived 

for the iterative nodal point displacements Oil I and Oil'l of the element: 

(4.3.2) 

After assembling all element, and applying the principle of weighted reSiduals. a linear 

system of equation; reSult:> from whid the iterative nodal displacements can be solved. 

As is shown in appendix B. the term Qe depend~ on the last solut;o~ 

approximated: 

with 
* * ds C=C(c)=(!( 

• 

(4.3.3) 

To arrive at an approximation of the function C the variables s. (, n. ho• hI and h~ 

in equation (4.2.7) are written ~s the sum of their last approximated value and the 

deviation of the exact value in the current state. After linear;~.tion with respect to 
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these deviations, the following equation for Os results: 

t 

• * f* d·* Os = (Oho + ho & +.5h. 11(1/'(t) -1/'(r)) - (h2 () dr 
o. dr 

( 4_3.4-) 

as is shown in appendix C. Writing; 

( 4.3.5) 

rel~tion (4.3.4) CJo be writteo ~s 

[ 
t ] * dho * dill * d * * 

Iis= l-+ho+- J n(i/{t)-1/'(T))-(h2()dr &=C& (4_3_6) 
dl dl o. dT 

The rig:ht-hand side force vector in rel~tion (4.3.2) reads: 

( 4.3.7) 

To arrive at a ~atisfying solution, it is imporUnt to determine the a~ial stress s after 

every iter~tive ~tep as .;l(:(:ur.;lte .s possible_ In general the calculation of the axial stress 

s is very time (:onsuming if mat<'!rial with hereditary effects is considered, due to the 

integral Over the complete history of the deformation. However, through the use of the 

exponential form of the relaxation function 0: 

(4.3.8) 

this calculation can be shortened considerably_ As is shown in appendix D, the 
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calculation of the axial stress is a two step process. resulting in 

( 439) 

w~ere 

t,( = ((t) - ((t--;lt) ; 

Here it is assumed that h2 is constant during the tim,: step while ( and 1/.J vary 

lineorly Jnd PI initi,lIly equals zero As a result of t~is .1ssumption the allowable size of 

the time step is quite sm.111 if accurate results are needed. In contrast the stress can be 

cak:ulated very fast thus saving computotion time. This is the method used with the 

trusS element implemented. In the next section a truss element using a multi-integrJI 

model is introduced. This element is used in a qualitative comparison with the truss 

element developed here. 

4.4. A multi-integral model 
Paas [19861 describes a multi-integral model for visco-elastic material behaviour. 

The derivation starts from a functional relation between the rotation neutralized Cauchy 

stress tensor U. defined by iT = RC.~R. ~nd the Green-L~grange strain tensor E as 

t 
it(t) = ;g [E( r)] (44.1) 

1 --00 

This funttion~1 rel .. tion Can be written as a sum of multiple integf~ls: 

( 4,4,2) 
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where the t:omponents of Hi are given by 

(4.4.3) 

where ® is ~n oper~tion to be further specified. The functions 

Hpqrlsl" ,t;s;(t-rp '" ".t-Tj) are (;~lIed the kernels. If isotropic media are considered 

the integrand of HI an be written as a symmetric tensOr polynomial in E( Tk)' see 

Green ~nd Rivlin [19571. This leads to 

t 

O(t) = f [ 1\ I:E, 1+ .p2 Ej ] dT j + 
-0:) 

t t 

+ f f [ 0/13 I:E j H:2 1+ 0/14 1:(E j eE2) I + 0/15 I:Ej E~ + .pe Ej eE2 ] dr j dT2 + 
-~ -00 

( 4.4.4) 

with 

EJ = E(rl) 

1/1; .. 1/I;(t-T1) i E (1.2) (4.4.5) 

i EO (3.4.5.6) 

PddS only uses equation (4.4.4) up to the second integr<ll term and assumes that the 

milterial is incompressible. Equation (4.4.4) can then be simplified to 

t t t 

Q(t) = - p(t) I + f ~ E1 dr! + f f i/J6 E!.~ dr1dT2 (4.4.6) 
-Q'Jo -00 -00 

This reduces the number of relaxiltion fun'tion~ W, from 6 to 2 at the expense of the 

introduction of an unknown hydrostatic pressure term p(t). 
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For J truss element relation (4.4.6) can be reduced to the one-dimensional case. 

reSulting in 

t t t 

O'(t) = - p(t) + f 'if;z ~(TI) dTl + f f >PG ~(Tl) ~(T2) dT,dT2 (4.4.7) 
-00 -00 -00 

where ( is the axial strain of the element and (J is the axial Cauchy stress. Due to the 

incompressibility condition the constitutive equation can be further simplified to 

t 

aft) = f [ 1 + g«((TIll ] W2 1"(Tl) OTI + 
-00 

t t 

+ f f [ l-g{':(Td) g«((T2)) 1 !{!(, (TI) f(T2) dT1dT2 (4.48) 
-00 -00 

where g is a function of the strain defined as 

(44.9) 

Due to the complex struct~re of the relaxation function >PG(t-T!.t-T2). numerical 

integration of the integrals will lead to excessive computation times. Paas uses the 

following approximation, found in literature (Onaran [1976]). for the kernel li'a: 

(4.4.10) 
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This ~pprOlo;irn<ltion tr<lnsforms the multiple integr<ll into two single integrals: 

I
t d~(t-T) 

O'(t) = II + W2(O) [ ,(t) -f(t(t)) ] + [ f('(T)) - {(T) ] dT dT + 
o 

1 

f( <'(tn = ~ (2 ((t) + If' 

11 "" ~ jb2(t) «(0) [ ~ + g( «(0)) 1 + fHO)) W2(t) 

12 = - f( «(0)) - ~ «(0) [ ~ + g( ((0)) ] 

(4.4.11) 

1'3 "" ~ 1Mt) ((0) [~+ g((O)) ] + f(l(O)) W~(t) (4.4.12) 

A final assumption to limit the amount of numerical work is the choice of 

Prony-Oirichlet series for the relaxation functions .p2 dnd 'h as 

m .::! 
1,I.>2(t) = Ilo + L Ilj e Ii and ( 4.4.13) 

i-I 

where Ti and Wj are the respective rela)(;ltion time const3nts. This choice of 

rel;l)(<ltion functions enables the recursive calculation of the integrals in equation 

(4.4.11). The simplifi~tions m<lde transform the time consuming multi~integral model 

of equation (4.4.8) to the relati~ely simple single-integral model of equation (4.4.11). In 

the following section the performance of this model will be compared to the performance 

of the one-dimensional Schapery model. 
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4.5. Comparison of some models in numerical analysis 
In this section a comparison between the tru~~ element discussed in the two 

previous sections will be made. Attention is focu~ed on the efficiency of both model~ 

with respect to comput<ltion time. Both elements are implemented into the s~me finite 

element package <lnd programmed with comparable effort in terms of code optimization 

(almost none). As a result of this. only global efficiency ratios will be obtained. 

A comparison is possible only if the global behaviour of both models is in 

<lccordance. Since different material parameters are involved in both material models. a 

method to select the numerical value~ of these parameters has to be chosen. At the 

moment it i~ very difficult to obtain the material parameter functions occurring in the 

nonlinear Sch.pery model from simple experimental data. However. for a comparison of 

efficiency, no realistic physical properties are needed. 

Since it is much easier to fit the parameters of the .>tripped multi-integral model 

on data supplied. formulations for the parameters occurring in the Schapery model, Me 

dwsen and two single strain-step rela~ation experiments are simulated numerically using 

this data. Next, the values of the material functions VJ2 and 1'G of the multi~integral 

model, are calculated, for each time-~tep, from tne resulting strains and stresses of the 

simulation. This data is red to a minimilation fitting program to obtain the best 

approximation of the material functions 'W2 and 1h. It i .. realized that this method is 

far from elegant, however, for a comparison of efficiency it is satisfactory. 

At the moment no reliable data for the material functions of Schapery model 

(4.2.9) are available. the material functions were chosen rather arbitrary. With this data 

two numerical rela~~tion experiments were performed at elongation steps of 1 and 5 % 
respectively. After transformation, these re~ults were fitted on the material functions 

¢2 and ¢~ as presented in (4.4.13) while it was aSSumed that m ~ 3 and n $ 3. 

In figure 4.2 the resulting graphs of comparisons at elongation steps of 1. 2. 5 ilnd 

lQ% are depicted. while in figure 4.3 the results for force steps of 10. 25. 125 and 250 

are shown respectively. From these gr~phs it is clear that both models agree quite well. 

The larger differences in the actual rel<lxation area in the last graphs is probably due to 

the fa,t that in the fitting process no influence of the time shift filetor a( () could be 

taken into account. Here, this quantity plays a role if normal force. are pre~cribed. An 

other source of differences could be that the multi-integral element assumes 

incompressible material. 
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Figure 4.2 Sch~pery model verSus multi -integral model for prescribed elongations 
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Since the calculations using the Schapery model we((~ about 30 to 40% faster and 

the differences in results of both models are rather small. it may be concluded that the 

Sch~pery model is quite efficient and versatile, Due to the far reaching simplifications in 

calculating the element stress as described in ilppendix D. it is necessary to take very 

small time steps in the integration process. in order to obtain reasonable results. In 

figure 4.4 the effect of larger time steps is shown. A .relaxation experiment at a I;onstant 

elongation of 10 % is simul<lted twice, In the first simulation very sm,,11 time-steps 

were taken initially which were increased logarithmic with time. A total 212 time-steps 

were made, The solid line in figure 4.4 depicts the results of this simulation. In the 

second simulation il number constant time-steps were made, the step~siz:e was 

increased and again a number of steps were made. This was repeated a number of 

times. The reSults are shown by the dashed line in figure 4.4. These simulations show 

the importance of selecting the step-siz:e with care. As will be dear from figure 4.4. the 

result at "infinity" i5 not affected by the size of the time-step. 

1.20 

1.00 

0.00 ~.OO 4.00 8.00 
TJMEISEq 

Figure 4.4 Influence of time-step size 
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5. An axisymmetric element for nonlinear visco-elasticity 

5.1. Introduction 
In chapter 4 the single-integral Schapery model for nonlinear visco-elasticity was 

compared with a multi-integral model for a one-dimensional problem. For the analysis 

of mOle realistic problem~. the Schapery model is implemented in an axisymmetric finite 

element The es~entials of this element will be discussed in this chilpter. In section 5,2 

a three-dimensional model is form~l~ted, together with the iter.tive process to arrive at 

an approximate solution. Special attention is given to the way the material behaviour is 

taken into account. Using these results an axisymmetric 4-node element is formulated 

in section 5.3. Especially the numericill elaboration of the material pilrameters and the 

evaluation of the integral terms in the Schapery model is described, In section 5.4. 

numerical results of SOme test 31'1alyses using this element are compared with analytical 

solutions and numericill results from a commercial finite element package. 

5.2. A general three-dimensional model 
If body forces and inertia effects ilre not til ken into account, the well-known 

principle of weighted residuals le~ds to the following integral formuli1tion of the local 

billilllce equation of momentum (appendix B): 

(5.2.1) 

where Vo is the volume of the body in the reference (:onfiguration. '" is ~ weighting 

function. Ao i~ the cross-section area of the boundary of the body in the reference 

configuration and ~o is the boundary force per unit area in the reference configuration. 

An approximate solution of this nonlineilr equation. can be obtained using an 

iterative procedure. All unknown qu~ntities are written as the sum of a known 

approximation of the exact value and the deviation of this approximation with r~pect to 

the exact value. Assuming the deviations to be small. the resulting integral equation is 
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linearized with respect to these deviations. Denoting the ~pproxim;ltions by a 

superscript "'. ;lnd the deviations by" prefix 6. equation (5.2.1) results in 

f (\\w)C: [ r.eFC + bPeFC + pe(Voox) ] dVo = f we(;o + ~o) dAo(5.2.2) 

~ ~ 

Using the constitutive equation for P. bP c.an be expressed 3S a function of fiX. as 

will be discussed later. Since it is impossible to give a general procedure to express the 

deviation of the boundary forc.es b)lo in terms of fiX. this term will be neglected. 

resulting in 

(52.3) 

The final solution is not affected by this simplification. 

After solving &. from relation (5.2.3). a new approximate solution is available. If 

the difference between left and right-hand side of equation (5.2.3) is sufficiently small. 

the approximate solution is considered to be good enough and the iterative process is 

o;topped. If this is not the I;ase the iterative process is continued, stllrting from the last 

approximation. 

Assuming all estimated quantities to be known. the only term of equation (5.2.3) 

to be specified further is bP. The stress tensor P is generally some tensor functional 

of the strain tenSOr E: 

PIt) = P{E{T) I T $ t} (5.2.4) 

It is assumed that the iterative change of P(t) Can be written as 

oP I '" bP = Of "' :.l'E = 1L:.5E 
E-E 

(5.2,5) 

* where 4L is a fourth-order tensor. depending on the deformation history ~nd on * E{t). 
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... 
D~e to the symmetry of E the fourth-order tensor 4l cannot be determilled uniquely 

* from this reliltiOJl, However, without any limitations, it is allowable to restrict 4L to ... ... ~ 

the class of right-symmetric tensors by demanding 4L '" "l'~ which makes 4l unique_ 
... 01< * ... 

Furthermore 4l ... 4L Ie hold as can be easily shown and 4L = 4L C is assumed to be 

legill, 

The iterative change of the Green-lagrange strain tensor E can be expressed in 

terms of &_ After linearization with resp~t to lA, the next expression results: 

(5,2,6) 

With relations (5_2_5) and (5,2,6) the iterative equation (5_2_3) can be writtefl ~s 

f (Vow)~: [ ;0.41 + 4Z ] :(Vo$) dVo "" 
Vo 

;;;; - f (Vow)": [ ref< ] dVo + f W.;o dAo 
Va Ao 

4*Z where is defined by 

(5_2_7) 

v X (5.2_8) 

For isotropic "isco~elastic material behaviour described by the Schapery model. explicit 
~ * relations for P and 4L can be derived. According to relation (3_3_25) the general 

isotropic Schapery model reads: 

(52_9) 
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where 

(5.2.10) 

Using the definition of OJ - equation (3.2.3.15) - and assuming that the Quantities bj 

and Bj are equ~l zero in the equilibrium state at t "" 0, relation (S.2.9) can be 

rewritten to 

(5.2.11) 

as is derived il1 appendix E. Integration be parts leads to the following shortened form: 

P = A + ! Ni kj + ! 4M j :Kj (5.2.12) 
i"l i-m-+-l 

where kj and Kj represent integrals over the scalar and tensorial internal variables 

* respectively, as shown in appendix E. equations (E.I0-11.14). By substituting E = E 

'" into equation (5.2.12) a relation for P is obtained. 

To be able to evaluate the time-integrals mentioned above, the time-domain is 

discretized and an approximate solution is determined for a number of discrete times. In 

every timestep [t-L'l.t. t1 it is assumed that the strain tensor E varies linearly. To 

arrive at a relation for 1L. relation (5.2.12) for P has to be differentiated with respect 

to E. This results in 
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'" To obuin 4l from this relation involves extensive and time consuming numerical 

'" calculations. An approximation of 4l will not influence the final result but only the 

convergence rate. 8ecause of this. only the first term of equation (5.2.13) is used to .. 
evaluate 4L in the n\lmericaJ analyses described in the next sectioM and in chapter 6. 

'" Using the definition of the tensor A by relation (3.3.5), 4l can be written as 

(5.2.14) 

Due to this simplification the number of iterations needed to obtain a satisfying 

approximate solution will increase. However it is to be expected that the total 

computation time will still be less. compared to the to13l time needed if the actual 

deriv~tive of P was calculated. 

To be able to decide wnether an approl(imation is satisfactory or not, the residual, 

the difference between left and right hand side of equation (5.2.2). is monitored. Some 

norm of this residual is divided by some norm of the right-hand side of equdtion (52.2) 
to obtain a dimensionless value. the so-called convergence ratio. If this value is smaller 

than a given bo~nd, the so-called convergence criterion. the iterative process is said to 

be converged and stopped. In all other cases a new iteration is initiated. The iterative 

process can be stabilized by requiring that the norm of the residual should always 

diminish. even if this results in a (temporarily) incre~,e of the convergence ratio. 

5.3. An axisymmetric finite element 
A well-known method to obtain new appro)(imations of the solution of equation 

(5.2.1) is the finite element method, where approximate solutiOns of equation (5.2.1) are 

obtained by discretization of the integral terms. The body under consideration is 

subdivided into a finite number of parts. called elements which are denoted by the 

5ubscript e. These elements are discretized by assuming that all quantities inside the 

element can be interpolated between their val~es in a finite number of points, called 
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element nodal points. As a result of this discretization. equation (5.2.7) can be written 

as a sum over all elements: 

where 

Q1j = f ~i· [ P.41 + 4i ] .~j dV3 
vg 

t1 = J ~i·P.FC dV3 
vg 

hi = J \Pi ~o dA& 
A~ 

(5.3.1) 

(5.3.2) 

(5.3.3) 

(5.3.4) 

with the interpolation functions \Pi related to node i and the gradient vector ¢i 
defined by ~i = \70 'Pi' vg is the volume of the element in the reference configuration 

while A8 i.s the surface of the element in the reference configuration. 

Figure 5.1 An a)(isymmetric 4-node element 
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SinCe the applications in this thesis are 3)(isymmetriC, an isoparametric 

a)(isymmetric element with four nodal points - in fact; node circles - is chosen to 

evaluate the integrals mentioned above. This element is depicted in figure 5.1. He 

cross-section of the element is shown in figure 5.2 together with the isoparametric 

coordinates {j and {2 and the global cilindrical vectorbase {~t( 0), ~e( 0), ~.}. Since 

these elements are standard elements apart from the material behaviour used, the reader 

is referred to works on the finite element metnod for more information, for instance 

Bathe [1982] or Zienkiewicz [1977). Here special attention will be paid to the way the 

material behaviour can be implemented efficiently into the element code. 

L: 
rp 2 

Figure 5.2 (ross-section area of the axisymmetric element 

Under 3)(isymmetric loading conditions no tangential displacements will occur. 

However. a radi;!1 diSpl<lcement will result in a tangential strain. As a result of this 

special attention has to be paid to the translation of the tensor results of the previou:> 

section, to the component representation with respect to the cylindrical coordinate 

system used here. Due to the axisymmetry the gradient operator working on a \lector 

l = ar~r + az~z becomes 

(5.3.5) 
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As a result of this only the rr. r:t. zr. II and <p<p componeng of the matrix 

representi/tion of the deformation tensor F are nOnzerO. Due to relation (2.2.4). this 

also holds for the strain tensor E and as a result of th~t. thi~ holds for the stress tensor 

P as well due to relation (3.3.25). 

If optimal use is made of these properties and properties of symmetry are fully 

exploited. the number of computations can be reduced considerably, thus saving time 

and costS. Since the material properties as mentioned in equation (3.3.25) can be some 

exotic function of the invariants of the strain tensor, simple implementation into the 

element code i~ not possible. To obtain comprehensible code. a function c~lIed FVALUE 

is programmed which should deliver all material parameters asked for. This function 

should be programmed by the user. its heading is clearly commented to help the 

programmer where possible. This method is quite costly since the routine is invoked 

e3ch time a single value is needed, however. it is applicable to all cases. In special cases 

the used of this routine can be replaced by direct code, improving speed considerably 

(Metcalf [1982]). Furthermore. the integrations. as stated in appendix E. h~ve to be 

performed each time the right-hand side of the -finite element equation is evaluated. To 

obtain code flexibility these integr~tion~ ~re all performed in a single routine called 

INTGRL. Different methods of integration Can be coded into this routine if de~ired 

Through calls to FVALUE ~" ~ppropriate method Can be selected. At the moment. 

apart from a very crude method, the most powerful NAG-/QUADPACK-routine~ for 

numerical integration ;lre implemented (NAG [1987]. Piessens !l.a. [19831). These 

routines <lre very time consuming. since for each evaluation of the integrand a number of 

calls to FVALUE ,He needed. but they are also very reliable and robust. Due to the. 

often nonlinear, exponential functiOn of time in the integrand. the numeric~1 integr<1tion 

should be done with great care. A crude method for instance doesn't allow large time 

steps to be taken and furthermore there is no check on accuracy. In some ~pecial cases 

however, the crude method might be sufficient or even exact. Although sophisticated 

routines. such as the NAG-/QUADPA(K-routines take more time, this is compensated 

by allowing larger time steps to be taken in the analysis 3 nd higher accuracy of the 

results. This accuracy and thus the time needed. (.lin be influenced through variables. 

used in routine INTGRL. controlling the maximum error allowed. In special situations 

other methods of integration can be used and programmed by the user into this routine. 

thuS improving calculation time. 

The element developed was implemented in the HEEMP finite element package. 

In the next section, the results of SOme test analyses are reported. 
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5.4. Test analysis 
The finite element, described in the previous section, has been subjected to a 

number of tests, which can be arranged in two groups: He first to check the correctness 

of the implementation of the element itself, the second to cheCk the implementation of 

the numerlc;)l integrations of the visco-elastic materi~l model. T~e Schapery model 

could not be tested extensively. since no reference data is available at the moment. 

For the first series of tests the m.Herial model was simplified to describe linear 

elastic material behilviour. A number of finite element models, with meshes containing 

from One to a number of elements, were subjected to 3 variety of boundary conditions. 

Thus. problems with large displacements and large rotations were analyzed, prescribing 

either nodal displacements or nodal forces. Results were compared with analytical data 

where ever possible or with data obtained from the well-known finite element package 

MARC [1988J. These results were found to be identical in all cases. 

To test the ~mmerical time integration, the Schape.ry mOdel was simplified to 

describe linear visco-elasticity.Numedcal results of axial elongation (10%) tests 

matched analytical data exactly. Where analytical solutions were not available. results 

were compared with data from the finite element package mentioned a bove. This was 

1.4() 

0.40 

0.20 

0.00 

~EEMP 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.80 1.00 '10~ 1.20 

figure 5,3 Radial displacement versus time of a tube loaded 

with a constant internal pressure and an axial tensile force 
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done for the analysis of a visc;o-elastic cilinder loaded with a constant intetnal pressure 

~nd constant ~xi<J1 force. The results of both analysis is depicted in figure 5.3 where the 

displacement of the outer w~1I of the cilinder is plotted .. gainst time. The slight 

difference in results is due to different modeling of the m .. terial behaviour and boundary 

forces. 
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6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters the three-dimensional Sch~pery model for nonlinear 

visco-elastic material behaviour was derived and ;In axisym metric finite element using 

this model was developed. In this chapter these tools will be employed to simulate the 

m~hanical behaviour of two visco-elastic structures. In section 6.2 the simulation of a 

blood pressure pulse running through ~ vi$co-elastic vein is discussed. This problem 

originates trom research on atherosclerosis. As already mentioned in chapter 1. the 

design of :;eals is an important research topic in mechanical engineering. In section 6.3 a 

seal will be modeled and its behaviour after mounting simulated. Finally the 

characterization of materials is commented on in section 6.4. 

6.2 A pressure pulse through a pipe 
An important aspect of biomeChanical research is the interaction between blood 

and vein. This inter~ction is of importance for the development of atherosclerosis. for 

the study of cardiac failure and for the design of artificial c~rdiaC valves. The numerical 

simulation of the interaction is discussed in tnis section. Here. the nnain purpose of tnis 

simulation is not to model this problem realisticilily but to visu~lize the capabilities of the 

software developed. Thus the original problem is simplified considerably. 

Although veins have different dimensions and properties, a vein is modeled here by 

a finite pipe with constant inner and outer radius in the undeformed state. The material 

behaviour is assumed to be isotropic. although in reality. the biological tissue of a vein 

will be anisotropic. Reuderin~ [t987j reports ~ome elastic data and dimen5ions of veins 

which will be taken ~s a guidance in choosing milterial properties and dimensions. An 

inner radius in the undeformed state of 3.5 nnm and an outer radiu5 of 4.0 mm will be 

used in the sequel. Furthermore the initial elastic nnodulus is chosen to be 0.5 N/mm2. 

Data on the blood pulse itself is hardly available. From the work of 

Van de Vosse [19871. woo studied the carotid artery flow. figure 6.1 is taken, which 

faintly resembles blood pres~ure as 3 function of time. Normal blood pressure varies 

between ca. 80-130 mm Hg with an average of about 100 mm Hg. This led to a 

simplified model of the blood pulse as depicted in figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.1 Assumed blood pressure pattern 
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Figure 6.2 Simplified pulse model 

Norm;:llly" blood pulse tr;:lvels ~t a speed of about 5 m/sec. Selecting 11 length of 

5 m for the pipe would make it almost impossible to visualize its behaviour if ~ blood 

pulse passes, due to the fact that the outer radius is very small comp~red to the length. 

For that reason the length of the pipe is limited to 500 mm and modeled with 100 
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finite elements. In that case however, ~ pulse as depicted in figure 6.2 leads to a r~tller 

uniform deformation of the pipe. To obtain some time-dependant local deformations. 

the pipe is loaded with some higher harmonics of the simplified block-pulse. The range 

between 10.)r1d 20 Hz was selected which resulted in the graph shown in figure 6.3. 
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W 
! 0.0 
!( 0.0 .~.~ 0.00 

0. TIIIIEISEC] 

.,2i!l 

"",0 

·s.O 

Figure 6.3 Higher harmonk.> of the simplified pulse model 

Concerning the materioll IbeIJ~ClJUT., nO realistic dat;l is available and thus the next 

material parameters have been chosen, see equations (5.2.10-11): 

~2 = 0: 1£ 

110 = - 0.1 Oi bl = I:E(r) 

~l = - 0.1 Oi 1£3 

b20 = Oi I:E( r) 

.\~ = 50 (6,2,1) 
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The v~ ri~ble a was used as a scaling parameter. I n this case it waS given the value 0,5 

as found by Reuderink [1987]. With the elastic part of this data the beh:lViour of the 

pipe during the first second - one complete period of the pulse - has been ~nalyzed ilt 

discrete time steps of 0.05 seconds. The first Seven time ~tep~ Me depif;;ted ill figure 

6.4. together with the last two time steps. The intermediate time steps are not shown 

here since no actual deformation can be seen. The radial displacement in these figures 

has been magnified by 50. The pulse pattern displayed in figure 6.3 can be recognized. 

t = 0.00 

--------------~~ 
t = 0.05 ------
t = 0.10 

t = 0.15 

t =- 0.20 ___________ " ..... , ••.. __ ................... __________ "u ... _________ •··•• .. • rT ---

t = 0.25 

t = 0.30 ._-------------------------_ ........... __ .. _-_ ................ __ ........ -_._------_ ............... . 

t = 0.95 

~----~~--------------------------
t = 1.00 

Figure 6.4 Elastic deformation of the pipe loaded by the pressure pulse 

To save computation time in simulating the visco-elastic behaviour of the pipe the 

vi$co-el~stic ill1alysis. using: the complete set of relations in (6.2.1), was carried out On 

1/10 of the pipe. In this analysis. the behaviour of the pipe durillg five periods of the 

pulse were simulated. The radial displacements of the pOint in the middle of the pipe is 
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depicted in figure 6.5. The solid line in these graphs represents the visco-elastic 

behaviour, whereas the dotted line represents the elastic behaviour at the same point. 
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As is shown in figure 6.5 the visco-elastic data differ from the elastic data in this 

respect th~t in areaS of low pressure the diameter decrease is slower, resulting in a larger 

average of the diilmeter. In reality this would influence the pressure, however this 

interaction is not modeled lIere, 

6.3 A seal 
Seals are construction elements often used in engineering. Much research is dOne 

to COme to a better understanding of how a seal actually functions and thus to better 

enable designs. Due to the complexity of the mechanical behaviour, apart from 

emperical studies, numerical analysis is needed to obt.in such knowledge. Using the 

finite element method a seill can be modeled ilnd ;lnalyzed_ A commercially available 

seal is modeled by the finite element mesh depicted in figure 6_6. Mounting on the axis 

is modeled by a prescribed displacement in rildial direction On the three nodal points in 

the seal tip as shown in figure 6.7, 

Again 3 formulation for the material model has been chosen and material 

parameters have been selected, see equations (5.2,10-11): 

110 = - 0.025 a 1u = 0 11~ = - 0-5 (l + I:E 

~o == - 0.2 a I:E2 ~l = - 0,004 (l I:E3 

b20 "" 0_04 a I:E( r) 

(6.2,2) 

Here the scaling parameter a was chosen to be 10 lII/mm2. With this data the 

mounting of a seal between a)(is and housing was modeled ~nd its visco-elastic behaviour 

in that static situation was analyzed. 
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10 

Figure 6.6 Profile of a seal (with element mesh used) 

\ 

Fig\lre 67 Seal tip 
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The deformed state of the seal after mounting is shown in figure 6.8. The 

resulting stress states are depicted in figore 6.9. As will be dear from these pictures, 

high stress gradients occur in the seal tip. The materi.1 will rel~x and these gradient will 

diminish if given ellOugh time. This effect is modeled ill iI number of discrete time steps 

~s shown in figures 6.10. 

.HM', TDHl D!$PlAe[~[~li 

Dl"SPlJ..CEM[MT - 14,1,0 141'\.1: D.O(l~.OO IIA:t:: 1 1lE~OO 

Figure 6.8 Deformed state of the seal after mounting 

As is shown in figure 6.11. the radial pressure between seal tip and axis diminishes 

which could lead to leakage. In reality an axisymmetric spring is put on top of the seal 

tip to apply extra pressure. In the analysis performed here, this effect is not taken into 

account in order to study the relaxation phenomena in the se.l tip itself. The terms 

left-, middle- and right-node. in this figure, refer to the nodal points in the seal tip as 

depicted in figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.9 Radial stresses after mounting 
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Figure 6,10 Rildial ~tre~~e~ ~fter 10000 sec. 
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Figure 6.11 Radial stresses in seal tip 

In these last two sections the Schapery model was applied in the analysis of 

nonlinear visco"elastic structures. It was shown that the material model is quite 

versatile. However. presently. no material data are available to use the 

three-dimensional Schapery model as presented in this thesis. into its full extent. This is 

due to the fact that methods for characterizing the material behaviour are too limited <It 

the moment. In the next section some techniques are discussed which enable better 

cha r3cterization. 

6.4 Material characterization 
In the previous sections the $ch"pery model was employed to describe nonlinear 

visco-elastic material behaviour in two analyses. The strain dependent m<lterial 

functions in the model were chosen more or less arbitrarily. since experimental data were 

not .v<lil<lble. 

The usual method of Ch3r;tcterizing m3teri;tIS is to choose some material model 

which is expected to describe the material behaviour reasonably. A spe<;imen of tne 

materia! is subjected to a number of properly chosen tests in such a way that 

homogeneou~ str3in 3nd ~tress distributions in the spe~imen result, Tnese distributions 
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Ciln be meilsured and the resulting simple boundary value problem solved analytically. 

Thus the material parameters are obtained by fitting of the experimental dilt. On the 

.nalytical results. Due to the fact that homogeneous strain itnd $tresS distributions are 

desired. this procedure leads to uni-axial, bi-axial or torsion testS. 

The number of material pilrilmeters in the constitutive equations for visco···elasti, 

m.teri.ls is generally large. Many experiments are required to be able to determine all 

these parameters. Furthermore. it is very difficult to realize the loading ilnd boundary 

conditions - infinite strain rate - necessary to determine the relaxation or creep 

fun'tions. 

The strilin-dependent m.terial functions and the time·shift in the Schapery model 

cannot be determined with enough accur.cy, employing the above mentioned methods, 

due to the fact that combinations of the material parameters result from such tests. A 

different approach for material characteri~atioo is based on optimization and system 

identification techniques, see for instance Schoofs [19871 and Hendriks e.a [1988J. By 

accepting the fKt of more complex strJin distributions in the material. which can be 

me.~ure<;l by means of im~ge processing techniques, more freedom for the design of 

suitable experiments is obtained, In an iterative pro,edure the material parameters are 

optimized to describe the measurements with enough aCcuracy. In each iteration the 

stress distribution has to be determined from the measured strain distributions and the 

approximated material parameters. This, usually complicated, nonlinear problem can be 

solved numerically, for instante using a finite element calculation. Due to its generality. 

the 5chapery model and the finite element tools developed in this thesis, seam to be a 

very good starting point for material characterization acoording to this method. 
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7. Summary and conclusions 

In the previous chapters the three-dimensional Schapery model for nonlinear 

visco-elastic material behaviour h~s been derived. In this derivation, anisotropic material 

behaviour and local temperature ch;mges due to internal dissip~tion have been taken into 

account. These effects, Itowever, cannot be measured at the moment and were 

therefore neglected in a later stage. Furthermore the formulation has been simplified to 

model isotropic material. It has been shown that a number of other well-known models 

for nonlinear visco~elastic materia I behaviour ca n be obtained as simplifications of the 

three-dimensional Schapery model. This makes the model a good starting-point for the 

development of algorithms for the numerital simulation of visco-elastic material. 

A finite element I.ltihing the Schapery model was developed and special attention 

was paid to improvement of the numerical implementation in order to reduce 

tomputational time. The code developed was thoroughly tested and used in a number 

of rather complex analyses. where the element showed to behaved well. The element is 

quite general in the sence that all aspects of the isotropic Schapery model can be taken 

into account. Thus it can be used very e~sily and quickly to model a wide class of 

material behaviour. In the cases were the material model was reduced to model elastic 

or linear visco-elastic m~terial behaviour, the finite element code (HEEMP) used. was 

comparable with or faster then commercial pacbges while results were identical. 

Due to the generality of the coding. the element CJO be rather slow in the analysis 

of highly nonlinear visco--elastic applications. This is primarily due to the use of very 

sophisticated and robust NAG-!Q\JAD'PACK-routines for the numerical integrations. 

Due to the design of the softwar~ this wit! not be too difficult. Special imention should 

be ·given to the development of algorithms for the numerical integration~ in order to 

speed op the calculations. It has to be kept in mind however, that such routines should 

be developed or ~elected with care and thoroughly tested. since unpredictable effects can 

OCCur easily. For instance Gauss-Legendre integration Or using the trapez:oid formula 

will not do in many cases, see Chambers [1986). It might be worth the effort of 

adapting the code to that specific case. In this way a library of numeri<;al integration 

algorithms can be obtained were each algorithm is best suited for a specific class of 

materials. 
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Another w~y of ~chieving reduced computation times is by using other ~Igorithms 

to solve the nonlinear system of equations mentioned in chapter 5. Forinstance, the 

so-called conjugate gradient iterative process and the BFGS process which ared 

described in the works of Huang e .•. [1970, 1973J. Rheinboldt [1974]. Matthies e .•. 
[1979], Schwetlick [1979] and Heslenes [1980). In highly nonlineor analyses, methods for 

stabilizing the iterative process can be helpful although this might lead to an increase of 

the number of iterations. 

The element developed is not capable of taking incompressibility into account. 

although the mathematic~1 formulation can. De\lelopment of a modified element would 

exp<lnd the range of material models that can be used enormously. In that case the 

BKZ-modeL discussed in section 3.4. and the complete class of hypo-elastic material 

models. such as the Mooney-Rivlin model, can be used. For that reason this aspect 

should be given high priority. 

Currently, temperalure changes cannot be taken into account directly, however. as 

long as no mutual interaction between stress state and temperature has to be modeled. 

the influence of the temperature On the material beh3viour can be programmed irlto the 

function routine FVAlUE. Furthermore, the extension of the finite element code to 

take local temperature changes into account. is not too difficult. To take the 

interaction between stress-str.in state and temper.ture into account. however. a 

complete remake of the finite element package is necessary. Since the finite element is 

belie\led to be very portable, the transfer to another package, capable of taking this 

interaction into account, can be considered. 

Reg.rding the limitation to model isotropic material, further research on extending 

the implementation to model anisotropic behaviour is needed. Since, in th,.t case, no 

theorems for simplification of the tensor functions exist, it would be sensible to build 

sud an implementation st. rting from the isotropiC one. Thus. the next step would be 

the implement3tion of orthotropic material behaviour. 

Due to its flexibility it is expected th~t the Schapery model as presented in this 

thesis Can be used with great advantage in the characteri;>;ation of materials This will 

especially be true if the above mentioned extensions to the numerical formulation ~re 

implemented. Thus. a very useful numerical tool i$ obtained to aid in the determination 

of the material p~rameters of modern complex m;;teri.ls. 
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Appendix A 

In chapter 3 the nel(t differential equation for the internal variable5 ~ is derive\l: 

(A.I) 

As a solution of the homogeneous part of equation (A_i) is <Issumed: 

~h = C e 
-).. ¢ (A.2) 

Its derivative can then be written as 

(A_3) 

S\,lbstit\,lti~g eq\,l3tions (A.2) and (A.3) into the homogeneous part of (A.l) leads to 

From this it follows that ). is an eigenvalue of maHil: .c with eigencolumn $;_ Using 

this the homogeneous solution of (A.l) can be written down as 

! -).._./, 
zh = c· e I 'I' 
~ ~I 

i"l 

(A,S) 

whete n is the number of eigenvalues_ To derive a complete solution for (A_i), it is 
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assumed that this solution will be of the form 

! () -.\. J/i z = a;. J/i c· e 1 
ft,/ I , ... d 

i"\ 

Its derivative can then be written down as 

Substituting (A.6) and (A.7) in (A.l) res~lts in 

n [dC\' ] i -,\. J/i -).- J/i 
"" - c- e ' + (-,\- I + C) fr· c· e 1 = b k ...... ~ 1- - 1 ",,1 I"'.J 

i-I dJ/i 

Using (A.4) this eq~ation can be simplifted to 

From this it follows: 

With 
dO: j = da;, ~ 

d t d¢ dt 

equation (A.lO) C<ln be rewritten to 

dO: i d,l • .\ 1/i 
~=b-!!.:t::e i 
d t I dt 
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Which leads to 
t 

(\',.(t) = J b· ~ eA; 1/J dT (A.B) 
'dT 

-00 

Assuming that no deformations are present at t "" -00 results in b;(--",oo) O. 

Integration by parts of (A.13) then results in 

Substitution in (A.6) leads to an equation for the internal variables E 

With 
t db. 

b.(t) = f ---.: dT 
, dT 

-ro 

equation (A.1S) can be rewritten to 

At last it is assumed that 

(A.lS) 

(A.16) 

(A.18) 
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SO for the interr\~1 variables can be written 

(A.19) 

(A.20) 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix the stiffness matrix of a truss element will be derive<!, If it is 

assumed that the body force and inertia effects can be neglected, the local balance 

equation of momentum can be written as 

With the use of the principle of weighted fesiduaJs the equilibrium equation (B.1) can be 

written as 

J w.(V.q) dV = 0 

V 

(82) 

where V is the current volume of the body and w is a weighting function. Equation 

(B.2) has to be satisfied for 311 allow3hle weighting functions W, This means that these 

functions have to meet certain requirements, which is the case if these functions are 

piel;ewi,>e continuous, see Zienkiewicz [1977). Integrating by parts and applYIng Gauss' 

law r~ult$ in 

(S.3) 

where A is the current cross-section area of the boundary of the body and ~ is the 

boundary force per unit area. 

Using the relation between the Ca uchy stress tensor (I and the 

2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor p, equation (B.3) Can be written as 

(8.4) 
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With the relations V "" F-C.Vo' dV = J dVQ, dA = ] dAo and ~ J = ~o t~js eqll~tion 

ca n also be written as 

(8.5) 

where the subscript () indicates that the quantity is defined in the referen!;e 

configur~tion. For a truss element with axial direction itOl In the reference 

configuration and ~1 in thecurrent oonfig\lr~tion, the tensors used can be written as 

(8.6) 

where {~o I, " 02 , ~o~J and {~I' ~2' il3} are orthonormal vectors. A = b I is the 
(I 

length of the element in the current configuration and 10 is the length of the element in 

the reference configuration. With (B.6) it follows that 

(B_7) 

So (8.5) results in 

(B_8) 

Sin!; .. the trusS element C<ln only support boundary forces at its end points, the boundary 

integral in equation (B.8) can be written as 
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Assuming <I constant cross-section of t~e element t~e volume integral in equation (6,9) 

can be written ~s 

J (VOV.-)C:(AS 1101 "1) dVo = Ao J ~ ilol:(J.s "OI"I} d{ (B.lO) 

Vo 10 

where e is a coordinate along the element 0 ~ e ~ 10. Substituting these results into 

(B.3) results in 

Ao J ~~:(),S:i1.1) de = ~(O)'~o(O) + ~(1}'~0(1) 
~Io 

,(B.119 

Thil> lI'lIIbItiillm i~ Mi!~ i~~~ by wntlng "II variables as the sum of an 

.. ~ .alldl .. _ilItti~ mm 1tiH exlId: ~Iut'ion. To apply thls ta>~" (B.ll) 

*~ ~21re~m!it:: 

(6,12) 

As usual. 00 deVia<ti0m"dhh-e~b.oun.iliIIIJ"ifu,Jces ~o(O) and ~o(l) are t~ken into aCtOunt. 

since a ;useful fo~m.lila-ticon for 'vP1is :m;t~jn:able. Substitution in equation (B.ll) and 

linearizatil'ln with regorrtl 'to rtihese~.ev-mio"s leads to 

(B.13) 
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The axial 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress s is a function of the Green-Lagr~nge strain 

(, so the de~iation /k, can be written as 

(8.14) 

With the definition of tile Green-Lagrange strain as 

(B.15) 

its deviation lie can be expressed by 

'" Ge = ,\ 0'\ (B,16) 

Combining equations (B.14) and (8.16) with (B,13) results in 

• * 

J dw * * *2* "') Ao "if"[. (,\ S onl + ,\ C ill 0).. + s ill 8'\ d~ '" 

10 

= - Ao f ~. (; ; ~)) de + W(O)·Po(O) + w(I).~Q(I) (B.17) 

10 

With 

(BJ8) 

the deviations 0).. and Oil I can be expressed in the iterative nod~1 point displacements 

.lXl and oxz: 
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With these results and the assumption of a linear displacement field inside the element 

th rough the interpolation functions 

Il'j = 1-f 
o 

and following the method of Galerkin, equation (B.Il) can be written as 

A •• ** ** 
[Wi W2]. [ .r; [ -~ ] ((A2( + ~) i\j~l + ~ (~zitz + ~3n3)) 1[-1 

* 
"" [Wj Wz].[-Ao [ -~] (A; ~I) + [::~~~ II 

(8.20) 

(B.21) 

ThiS equation should be satisfied for all allowable WI and w2 which results in the 

equilibrium eql,l~tion for the truSS element; 

(B,22) 

with 

(8.23) 

After ~ssembly of all elements and taking the boundary conditions into acCOunt. the 

displ~cement of the nodal points of the structure can be determined. For mOre 

information the reader is referred to the huge amount of literature on the finite element 

method, for instance Bathe [1962] or Zienkiewicz [1977]. 
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AppendixC 

In this ~ppendix an expression for the axial stress in a truss element will be 

derived. The one-dimensional Schapery model C~I\ be written as 

t 

$ = ho ( + Ii, f 11( ¢(t) - ¢( r)) Ir (h2~) dr 

o· 
(Cl) 

All quantities in this relation are written as the sum of iI known estimation and its 

deviation from the exact value: 

'" '" f=f+S~ 0=fl+6fl 

'" '" hI -- hI + Oh l h2 = n2 + &2 (0) 

Substitution in (C1) results in 

.. '" '" s + Os = (110 + bIlQ) (( + Be) + (C3) 
t 

-I- (hi + bill) f [n(~t} -¢(r)) + 8n(¢(t) - ¢(T))] ~[(h2 + 6\12)(; + 6e)] dr 
o· 

After linearization with respect to the deviations. this equation ,~n be written as 
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From this it follows that the deviation (j:, '<In be written as 

(0) 

Especidily the first and the second integral of (C.5) are diffic~lt to evaluate due to the 

deviation of the material parameter h2 in the integrand. In the finite element method. 

however. an eXilet formulation for Os is not needed. so only the last inlegral will be taken 

into account. resulting in 

(0) 

This simplific<ltion does not influence the final result but only the convergence r.tio. 

Writing 

(0) 

results in 

(0) 
where 

((.9) 

This is the formula used in the c;)lculation of the element stiffness matri)( as derived in 

appendix B. 
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Appendix D 

In this ~ppendix a method to calculate the a lCiil I stress in a truss element will be 

pre~ented. According to the one-dimensional Schilpery model the axial stress is given by 

the following expression: 

where 

t 

s = ho ~ + hi J O{lI'{t) - iJ,(r» rA= (h2l) dr 
0-

Th is C;ln also be written as 

(D.l) 

(D.2) 

(0,3) 
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Rewriting the ~e,ond integral results in 

t..£.t 
hi ~ O\J e-\h'{t) - ¢(t-bt) + I/>{t-At) -I/>{r)} i$ (h2() dr "" 

where 

This results in 

hl ! ~i e-),.{¢!(t) -¢(t--At)} Pj 

i· I 

t-At - J e-),i{~t--At)-1{>(r)} d(h )d Pi - Tr 2< r 
o· 

- {e-\{l/!(t}-I/-{r)} t(h
2
()dr] 

t-llt 

(D.4) 

(0_5) 

(0_6) 

The integration is thus reduced to an integration over the last time step. Evaluation of 

the integral is possible if it is ~S$umed that h2 is constant during the time step while ( 

and IjJ ~re linear. In that case the integral can be written as 
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where 

M = 4t} -- «(Ht) 61/1 = I/1(t) -- I/1(t-llt) (D.8) 

So the calculation of the axial stress is a two-step process: 

for each i: 

(0.9) 

This is the method used with the truss element implemented. 
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AppendixE 

* * In this appendix a method for determining the quantities P and 4l will be 

derived for the isotropic Schapery model. This model ~3 n be written 3S 

where 

with 

J. = I:E 

'J'ij = 'J'ij(J I • J 2• J3) 

0ii = ~VJ1' J •. J3) 

bij '" b1j(J l • J2• Js) 

J2 = I:E2 

(E.1) 

(E.2) 

(E.3) 
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Using tile definition of OJ relation (E.l) can be rewritten to 

(E.4) 

Integration by p3rts leads to 

t 

f e-Aj{ "¢(t) - 1,0( 1)} db i dr = (E.5) 
~ dr 

t 
= b,(t}-e-A;{¢(t)-¢(O)}b;(O) -Ai J e->';{¢(t)-¢(T)}bl~dr 

o 

and a f'lalogollsly 

Since at t = 0 equilibrium is assumed. bi(O) and Bi(O) will be equal zero. so 

equation (EA) be,omes 

(E.7) 
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It can be easily shown that 

and 

where 

t f e-.\;{1j(t) - 1j(T)) b; U dT = e-'\iLl~ ki + J(b
j
) 

o 

t f e-..\,{1j(t) - 1/{T)} Bj ** dT;;;; e-..\iil.tjt Kj + 'J'(Bi) 

o 

t-Llt 
k- = f e-.\d 1j(t-il.t) -1'( 1)} b. dIP dr 1 lar 

Q 

H~t 

K. "" f e-\{¢(t-L'lt) -lP(T)} B- dw dT 1 lor 
o 

.o.t/J = t/;{t} - ¢(t-~t) 

This transforms equation (E.7) into 

with updates 

(E.8) 

(U) 

(E_lO) 

(Ul) 

To be able to $Olve the integrals in these updates. an assumption on the behaviour of 

the strain tenSOr E during each time increment is necessary_ Assuming E to be linear 
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in each increment results in 

E( r) := E(t) - E(t) - 2S~(t-At) (t - T) 

= E(t) -¥t(t - T) 

Combining this relation with equation (E.2) for Rj , Bj can be written as 

[ 
AE ] [ AE ] 3 Bj = bjO I + bit E(t) - Kf (t - r) + bj2 E(t) - 3T (t - r) 

TItus the integral :J(Bj) becomes 

(E.12) 

(F.13) 

(E.14) 

This eventually results in a method for calculating P using integrals over scalM 

functions only. 
• To derive a relation for 4L the relation for the stress tenwr P is written as the 

• sum of an estimation P and a variation OP. After linearization with respect to the 

variations, equation (E.l0) results in 

(E.15) 
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From this relation it follows that 

6P = 6A + ! [ N;Ok; + 6N;tj ] + !, [4M1:OKi + JiMI:K1 ] 
i -1 i·m"'l 

(E,16) 

* This can also be written as bP = ~L:6E where the fourth order tensor 4l is defined by 

(E.l7) 

From these relations a formul~tion for 4L results; 

'" To obt~in 4l by this formulation a lot of calculations are needed. In the finite element 

* method however ~n eXilct rel~tion for 4l is not required, an approximation will do. In 

general a better approximation will result in less iteriltions. Due to the complexity of 

rel~tion (E.18) it is to be expected that the extra costs of it few iterations more is to be 

preferred over the costs of calculating (E.l8) in full. Looking at relation (E.l8) it is 

de~r th~l especially the last term requires a lot of <::alculations, so it is advisoble to 

neglect that term, Looking at relations (E_ll) an analogous reasoning holds for the 

integral terms, so here these terms will be left out of consideration too, This leaves the 

first two termS in relatiOn (E.l8), the second term does not lead to special difficulties 

however since all other terms relilted to the internal variables are neglected, this term 

too will not be regarded here_ From these considerations relation (E,lS) results in 

(U9) 
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,. 
With the definition of the tensor A by relation (E.2) 4L can be wdtten as 

(E.20) 
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Samenvatting 

Visco-elastische materialen, zo~ls kunststoffen, worden al enkele decennia 

toegepast in - werktuigbouwkunclige - konstrukties. Het visco-elastische gedrag van 

deze stoffen was in de meeste gevalleo oiet van belang of kon voldoende nauwkeurig 

worden voorspeld met eenvoudige, lille~ire relaties voor de spanning-rekgeschiedenis. 

Tegenwoorclig worden kunststoffen steeds meer toegepast in zwaarbelaste, 

kritische konstruktie-elementen. De optredende vervormingen zijn in deze gevallen 

veel.ill groot zodat het visco-elastische materiaalgedrag in hoge mate niet-lineair is. dot 

wil leggen: beschreven wordt door een niet-lineaire relalie tussen spanningen en 

rekgeschiedenis. Een vOOr deze toepassingen noodzilkelijke, nauwkeurige analyse van het 

mechanisch gedrag, kan niet meer met analytische methoden plaatsvinden maar moet 

gebeuren door middel van numerieke simulatie, bijvoorbeeld met de eindige elementen 

methode. 

In dit proef~chrift wordt een konstitutieve vergelijki~g yoor niet-lineaire 

visco-elasticiteit afgeleid, uitg<!<!nde van beschouwingen uit de niet-evenwicnt5 

thermodynamika. Uiteindelijk wordt de drie-dimensionale formulering voor het, uit de 

liter~tuur bekende. model van Schapery verkregen: een enkelvoudig integraalmodel. 

waarbij de geheugenwerking in rekening gebracht wordt met behulp van zogenaamde 

interne varia belen. Het model zo~ls het in eerste instantie wordt afgeleid, is geschikt 

voor het beschrijven van ;lnisotroop materiaalgedrag. Ten behoeve van de nlimerieke 

uitwerking, in de vOrm v~n een eindig element, wordt de formulering da_rna 

vereeovoudigd tot een model voor net beschrijven van i$otroop materiaalgedrag. Het 

blljkt dat het verkregen model een groot aantal ~ndere, uit de litel·atuur bekende 

modellen,omvat. 

Het rot3tiesymmetriscne element. waarin het drie-dimensionale Schapery model 

geimplementeerd is, blijkt biFonder gesdikt om op efficiente wijze het mechanisch 

gedrag te simuleren van kunststof onderdelen. omdat het niet-lineaire Yisco~elastisde 

matefiaalgedrag vOOr een breed scala van materiaalmodellen beschreven kan worden. 

Oit nllmeriek gereedschap is met succes toegepast voor de simulatie van een aantal 

komplexe problemen waarbij towel het niet-lineair visko-elastisch gedrag van het 

materiHI als de grote vervormingen van de konstruktie zelf een signifikante rol speelden. 
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Nawoord 

Bij de uitvoering van dit onderzoek hebben velen mij bijge5tHn. Aan allen mijn 

hartelijke dank. AI. eerste gailt mijo dank uit naar de medewerkers van de vakgroep 

WFW vOOr het prettige werkklimailt wilarin ik dit onder~oek heb mogen ~errichten. 

Met name zOu ik willen nOemen, Frans Veldpaus die mij in het beginstadium van 

dit onderzoek begeleidde. Zijn kommentaar op mijn geschriften met betrekking tot de 

irreversibele thermodynJ mikJ heeft veel bijgedragen tot de vOrm waarin dit hier 

gepresenteerd is, Halverwege nam Piet Schreurs zijn taak als dagelijks begeleider over, 

Hij werkte zich sne1 in en bleek een kundig en veor.1 koelbloedig begeleider. On:e 

diskussies en zijn vinnige rode pen brachten vele verbeteringen aan in de verschillende 

stukken van dit proefscnrift, Jan Janssen koncentreerde zich op de grote lijn en trad 

zonodig sturend op. De disku,sie, met hem en Piet wa ren van doorslaggevende 

betekenis bij het bepalen van de richting van het onderzoek. 

Toen enkele melingen uitgevoerd moesten worden. waren Sjef Verbeek. Thea van 

Duppen en Leo Wouters bereid deze te verricilten, Tevens wil ik mijn naaste kollega'$ 

Wim Courage, Thea Heeren. Wil Koppens en Frans Starm,m$ noemen. Hun 

relativerende opmerkingen gaven de nodige kleur aan de uitvoering van dit werk. Uit 

onze diskussies is menig idee geboren waaronder zelfs enkele bruikbare. 

Naast de leden van de vakgroep WFW hebben nog een aantal mensen bijgedragen 

tot net welslagen van deze onderneming. Zo waren Albert Konter en Ruben van 

Schalkwijk van MARC Analysis Research Corpor;ltion te Zoetermeer, beh~lp~;l;lm bij 

het. op zeer kOrte termijn, uitvoeren van enkele vergelijkingsberekeningen. 

Lian toonde zieh een geduldig kl.3nkbord en gilf mij de ruimle om dit onderzoek 

lI~og even" af Ie ronden, Als laatste gaat mijn dank uit niiar mijn ouders vOOr hun altijd 

aanwe%ige stelJn en vertrouwen, 

Eindhoven, juli 1988 
Harrie Rooyackers 
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Stellingen 

behorende bij het proefscl1rift 

A NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF 

THE S(HAPERY MODEL FOR NONLINEAR: VISCO-ELASTICITY 

L De uitbreiding van het I-dimensronale Schapery model naar drie di'mensies, 

zoals gebrllikt door o,a. Henriksen, is niet korrekt. 

• Henriksen, M" Nonljne~r viscoelastic stress analysis - a finite element 

approach, Computers & Structures, vol. 18, no,l, 1984 

• dit proefschrift, hoofdstruk 3 en 4 

2. Veel materiaalmodellen voor lIisco-elastisch materiaal ~ijn in de praktijk niet 

bruikbaar door het grote aantal materiaalparameter. dat bepaald moet VIIorde~, 

• Lockett. FJ., Nonlinear viscoelastic solids, Academic Press, London, 1972 

• Morman Jr., K.N., Rubber-elasticity - a review of current underst .. nding, 

Ford Motor Company, Dearborn Michigan, 1985 

• dit proefochrift. hoofdstuk 2 

3. Bij de keute van een algoritme voor numerieke integratie van de geheugen 

effekten van visco-elilstisch materiaal is voorzichtigheid geboden: in veel gevallen 

voldoen de gebruikelijke integmieprocedures niet. 

• Chambers, R.S. and Becker, E.B" Integration error controls for" finite 

element viscoelastic analysis, Computers & Structures, voL 24, no, 4, 1986 

• dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5 

4. Het effiCient kunnen bepalen van' lokale temperatuursveranderingen zal een 

grote stap voorwaa rts zijn in de evaluatie VOln konstitutieve vergelijkingen. 

• dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3 

5. Het is niet noodzakelijk om een fysische betekenis aan de thermodyna miscne 

toestandsgrootheid "entropie" toe te kennen. 

• dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2 



6. Bij het ontwikkelen van softw;He mOet het voordeel van het formeel 

programmeren v~n ~Igoritmen niet ondl"rschat worden. Met name als fouten in de 

kode gekonstilteerd worden kiln een al geoptimaliseerde kode zeer nadelig blijken. 

• Kernigh;ln, B.W. and Plauger. P.L Softw<lre tools, Addison-Wesley, 

Reading, Massachusetts, 1981 

7. Het gebruik van goede algoritmen voor data - en geheugenbeheer vereenvoudigen 

net ontwikkl"len en onderhouden va n software ailnzienlijk. 

• Metcalf. M" Fortr;w optimization, Academic Press, London, 1982 

8. Het Schapery model kan gebruikt worden voOr het beschrijven "an een grote 

kl.sse V;ln materialen. Daardoor is het waarSChijnlijk zeer geschikt voor de 

bepaling van m.teriaalparameters op de wijze zoals voorgesteld door Hendriks e.il. 

• Hendriks. M.A.N" Oomens, CW.J, Janssen. J.D. and Kok, J.J., 

Mechanical characteri1:<ltion of composite and biological tissues by means of 

nonlinear filtering, Pro~eedings of the intern.tional conference on 

oomputation~1 engineering science. april 10-14, 1988, Atlanta. USA, vol. 2, 

Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1983 

9. Het toenemende gebruik V~)1 nieuwe materialen zeals komposieten voor de 

f~brik~ge van veledei produkten, vereist een verandering in de opleiding tot 

werktuigbouwkundig ingenieur. B~siskennis van chemie is noodzakelijk Om met 

chemici te kunnen kommuniceren. 

10 Promovendi vertonen enige overeenkomsten met pittboll-terrierS: beiden zijn 

vast~ouderld, beiden wordt het leven van overheidswege onmogelijk gemaakt. 

11. Hoogbouw heeft grote invloed op het gedrag van de wind in de naaste omgeving. 

In verband met de verkeersveiligheid verdient he! ~~nbeveling hiermee tijdens het 

ontwerp expliciet rekening te houden. 

12. Eindige element.:n p~kketten welke geen schatting voor de grootte v~n de fouten 

in de berekende oplossing geven, moeten als onbetrouwb3ar bestempeld worden. 

13. Veel moderne keukens zijn tekenend voor het gebrek .an huishoudelijke 

kapaciteiten v~n hun ontwerpers. 

Eind hoven, ~ ugustus 1938 Hil rrie Rooyackers 
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